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Federal judge
strikes down
Kentucky's gay
marriage ban

Wednesday, July 2, 2014

• Veteran's Remembrance
Ceremony set for Thursday - 3A
• US World Cup hopes end with 2-1
loss to Belgium Tuesday - 7A

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Photo courtesy

of Murray-Calloway County Parks & Recreation
The Murray-Calloway County Parks pool is shown one day
last week full of swimmers and sunbathers. Parks Director
Tab Brockman says the facility attracts approximately 18,000
users a year, but it is a facility facing a variety of problems
and is just one of the things behind the call for a parks referendum
vote in November.

Murray-Calloway County
Parks Superintendent Tab
Brockman says electrical
outlets for light poles
inside Central Park may
seem OK on the front, but
once the sockets are
removed, the majority of
them are in the condition
dispalyed on the left.

III See Page 2A
lite Oaf./ .

For if ye forgive men their
trespasses, your heavenly
Father will also forgive you:
But if ye forgive not men
their trespasses, neither will
your Father forgive your trespasses.
Matt. 6:14-15

JOHN WRIGHT
/ Ledger & Times

Tab Brockman calls the annual
Murray-Calloway County Pool
pass the best entertainment deal in
town each summer, and many
seem to agree.
An estimated
18,000 people,
several of whom
live outside of
Murray Calloway
County. visit the
facility each year
in Central Park.
They enjoy day
Brockman after day of
splashing, meeting with friends or just cooling
off.
And they go through every day
unaware that the attraction is facing a myriad of difficulties that
temporary fixes have handled so
far. But Brockman, Murray
Calloway County Parks &
Recreation director, says those
issues are headed toward going
beyond that.
It is the issues at the pool, along
with problems with many other
park properties. that are leading a
drive for a referendum vote in the
November election that would
enable voters to decide if they
want to pay a nickel for every
$100 of their property each year to
give Murray-Calloway County
Parks & Recreation a needed
boost in funding.

•See

Good Morning
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Murray man faces assault,
attempted murder charges

to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

Vernon Anderson

Staff Report

"

A Calloway County Sheriff's
Office deputy was reported
injured while attempting to
subdue a Murray man who
allegedly struck his vehicle
and evaded police Tuesday
afternoon, according to a press
release from the CCSO.
Jeffrey K. Johnson, 43, of
Murray was arrested and
charged with first-degree
assault and attempted murder
of a police officer among other
charges after a reported scuffle
with Sheriff's deputies and the
Kentucky State Police.
According to the .CCSO. a
caller reported Johnson had
fired shots in Tennessee and
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was headed to an address on
Seth Lane. Capt. Richard
Steen met with the caller, and
when Johnson appeared, Steen
began to move his vehicle to
block Johnson from the caller,
but he did not appear willing to
stop, the CCSO reported.
Deputies said Steen pursued
Johnson in his truck through
yards. before Johnson allegedly initiated a U-turn and collided with Steen.
The CCSO reported Steen
and Deputy Danny Williams
ordered Johnson out of the
vehicle but he allegedly
refused, adding that the two
Calloway County Sheriff's Office photo
men removed him from his Above is the scene of a reported scuffle between Sheriff's deputies and a Murray man after
he allegedly stuck an officer and injured him resisting arrest Tuesda
Deputies say the sus•See Page 2A pect was transported to the hospital for treatment of possible injuriesy.
. For a full report.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
federal judge in Kentucky
struck down the state's ban on
gay marriage on Tuesday,
though the ruling was temporarily put on hold and it was not
immediately clear when samesex couples could be issued
marriage licenses.
U.S. District Judge John G.
Heyburn in Louisville concluded that the state's prohibition on
same-sex couples being wed
violates the Equal Protection
Clause of he U.S. Constitution
by treating gay couples differently than straight couples.
•
Heyburn previously struck
down Kentucky's ban on recognizing same-sex marriages from
other states and countries, but
he put the implementation of
that ruling on hold. That decision did not deal with whether
Kentucky would have to issue
marriage licenses to same-sex
couples. Instead. Tuesday's ruling dealt directly with that question.
"Sometimes, by upholding
equal rights for a few. warts
necessarily must require others
to forebear some prior conduct
or restrain some, personal
instinct." Hey burn
wrote
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II Gay marriage ban...

WEATHER

From Front

Constitution.
Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear
"Here, that would not seem
to said the state will appeal the
be the CASC. Assuring equal
protection for same-sex couples decision.
Dan Canon, one of the attordoes not diminish the freedom
neys for the plaintiffs, said he
of others to any degree.*
Heybum noted that every fed- was excited about the ruling
eral cotut to consider a same- because the day will arrive soon
when same-sex couples can get
sex marriage ban has found
it
unconstitutional. The 11.S. 6th a marriage license in Kentucky.
Circuit Court of Appeals has even though the decision was
scheduled arguments on rulings put on hold pending appeals.
from Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky
"We believe the opinion forceand Tennessee in a single ses- fully lays to rett any notion that
sion, on Aug. 6. Although the Kentucky's anti-marriage laws
cases are unique, each deals are based on anything other than
with whether statewide gay discrimination
against homomarriage bans violate the sexuals," Canon said.

Freedom Feet Patio by
Golden Eagle Distributing
Haste(' by The Big Apple
Friday, July 4• 5:00 pm - 11:30 pm
Downtown Court Square
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Daly Forecast
The Natkmal Weather Senice
Wednesday: Partly sunny
with a 30 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms. A
high near 86. Calm wind
becoming west northwest 5 to
,8 mph in the morning.
Wednesday Night: A 20
percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Partly
cloudy, with a low around 65.
North wind 5 to 7 mph.

Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 82 North
northwest wind 6 to 8 mph.
Thursday Night
Partly
cloudy, with a low around 61
North wind 3 to 7 mph
Independence Day: Mostly
sunny, with a high near 83
North northeast wind 5 to 8
mph
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 62. North
northeast wind around 6 mph
becoming calm in the evening.
Saturday: Sunny, with a
high near 86 Light and variable wind becoming north
around 6 mph in the morning.
Saturday Night: Mostly
elegy'', with a low around 64.
Light east northeast wind.
Sunday: Mostly sunny. with
a high near 88. Light and variable wind becoming south
southeast around 5 mph in the
morning.

•Man facing charges...

(21 vox( older only)

From Front

SANITATION
ROUTE UPDATE
•

CITY OF MURRAY
SANITATION DEPARTMENT

The City of Murray Sanitation Dept.
will be closed on Friday, July 4th for the
Independence Day Holiday.
All Friday customers should have their
containers out for pickup on Monday
morning July 7th. All other customers
should set their containers out on their
regularly scheduled day. The City of Murray
Transfer Station will also be closed on
Friday, July 4th.
The City appreciates your
patience and cooperation,
Ifyou have any questions,please call 270-762-0380.

hospital for possible injuries, it
was reported. No information
vehicle, and Johnson allegedly was available on
his condition.
struck Williams in his shin,
Johnson also faces charges of
reportedly injuring him. KSP reckless driving,
resisting arrest.
Trooper Jody Cash assisted with wanton endange
rment, fleeing
the arrest.
or resisting arrest, motor vehicle
According to the CCSO, assault, firearm possessi
on by a
deputies reported locating a convicted felon, criminal
misclub, a claw hammer and 87 chief, operating a vehicle
withshotgun shells. They also said in out a license and failure to wear
the bed of the truck was a a seatbelt.
loaded I 2-guage shotgun.
Individuals facing charges are
Johnson was transported to the innocent until proven guilty.

Not guilty plea in central
Kentucky attorney slaying
SOMERSET,Ky.(AP) — The
man charged with gunning down
a prominent Kentucky defense
attorney pleaded not guilty but
said little else during his first
court hearing.
Forty-year-old
Clinton
Inabnitt appeared with a courtappointed attorney Monday in
Pulaski County District Court.
Inabnitt is charged with murder in Friday's death of 57-yearold Mark Stanziano. Police say
Inabnitt shot Stanziano several

times in front of his Somerset
law office.
At least three people. including a sheriffs deputy, witnessed
the shooting.
Judge Jeffrey Scott Lawless
set Inabnitt's bond at $250,000
or twice that amount in property
value.
If lnabnitt does post bond.
Lawless ordered him to house
arrest and electronic monitoring.
Inabnitt's next court hearing is
scheduled for July 16.

Obituaries
Eulos L Watkins
Eulos L. Watkins. 91, died Friday. June 27, 2014 in Linden,
Michigan.
He was born May 2, 1923 in Dexter, Kentucky to Willie and Addle
Cleaver Watkins, who preceded him in death. He
was also preceded in death by his first wife, Jean
1
1111
Morris and three brothers, Delcie Guy, Freeman
•••••••••
1
7.:17
,.
Cleaver and Glenn Morgan Watkins.
He served in the U.S. Army during World Was II
and was retired from General Motors Corporation.
Mr. Watkins is survived by his second wife of 33 years, Carolyn
Allgeier Rimka; children. William Rimka and wife Aeyong, Sharon
Spangler and husband Danny and Kenneth Rimka and fiancé Audrey.,
ten grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren; two sisters, Sue
Watkins Lovett and Frances Watkins Norwood and one sister-in-law,
Norma Phelps Watkins; and many nieces and nephews.
A military service will be at 2:30 p.m. Thursday. July 10, 2014 at
Great Lakes National Cemetery,4200 Belford Road. Holly, Michigan.
Online condolences may he !cft at wwwsharpfuneralhomes.com.

Betty Jewel Carr Moody
Betty Jewel Carr Moody died Sunday. June 29, 2014.
She was born Oct. 30, 1925 in Murray, to Addie Clark and Willie B.
Carr. She was an active member of Jones Chapel Baptist Church.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her husband of 70 years, Elliot F.-Eddie" Moody. who died
Jan. I. 2013; two brothers. Solan Carr and Louis
Can and one sister, Phala Sturdivant.
Mrs. Moody is survived by three sons, William
"Bill" Moody and wife Linda; Richard "Rick"
Moody and wife Missy; Harry "Tommy" Moody
and wife Paulette; grandchildren, Candise Farmer
and husband Rusty, Jon Paul Moody and wife Erin,
Ginger Forrester and husband Keith,Carrye Jackson
and husband Phillip, Madison. MaKenzie and Gavin
Moody
Moody and six great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be Wednesday. July 2, 2014 at II am. at
McEvoy Funeral Home Chapel with burial to follow at Hillcrest
Memorial Cemetery. Mitch Fiscus and grandson Jon Paul Moody will
conduct the services.
McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris. Tennessee, is in charge of arrangements.

See page 5A for additional obituaries

Watching the Weather
- with Justin Holland
Justin Holland, official government weather observer for Murray.
reported that the high temperature for the month was 94 degrees on
June 19 and the low was 54 degrees on June 14. Average temperatures for the month were a high of 86 degrees which was normal and
a low of 70 degrees which was five degrees above normal.
Thunder was reported on June I ,2,4-9. 10,20,21-24 and 26. The
highest wind gust reported was 51 mph on June 7.
Precipitation of 7.55 inches was listed for the month. This was
.50" June 1, .62" June 2, 1.52" June 4, 50" June 5. 1.20" June 7,
.95" June 9,.65': June 10..06" June 11,.05- June IS,.01" June 20,
.40" June 23,.52" June 24..15" June 26..32" June 27 and .10" June
29. The normal precipitation for June is 4.06 inches.
The weather outlook for July calls for near normal temperatures
and below normal precipitation.
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Closed versus
open primaries
Following our May 20 primary elections Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
raised some concerns about Kentucky's closed primary system,
one of which was that many
voters do not understand it. He
is certainly correct about that,
and I hope what I say here will
help to remedy that problem.
It is essential to know what
primary elections are and what
their purpose is. Primaries are
elections in which political parties choose their nominees who
will run against each other in
the next general election. Other
methods were used to do this
in an earlier time — namely,
the legislative caucus and the
nominating convention. Candidates chosen by legislative caucus were chosen by their party's
members in the relevant legislative body and candidates chosen by conventions were' nominated by delegates specifically
elected for that purpose Both
these methods came to be seen
as insufficiently democratic and
too easily controlled by "party
bosses in smoke-filled rooms,"
so opening the process to the
general electorate in primary elections became popular around the
turn of the 20th century.
It sounds good, but the problem is how to do it. In the
United States, we have a basic
two-party system, but we also
have three large groups of voters. These are Democrats, Republicans and independents. We have
had minor or third parties from
time to time, but if their positions gain traction with the electorate or a significant part of
the electorate, one or both of
the two major parties usually
absorb them: witness the TEA
Party and the Republicans and
the Green Party and the Democrats.
So, we have decided that our
political parties will nominate
their candidates with primary
elections. Who gets to vote in
these elections? One approach
is what is called the open primary. in which any registered
voter may vote in either party's
primary but not in both primaries. If there is a run-off. the

Opinions expressed on
the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the
editorial. opinion of the
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voter may
or may not
be required
to vote in
that of the
same party
whose primary
he
voted in the
first time.
Open primaries are
such
that By Dr. Winfield
Democrats
H. Rose,
may vote in
Guest
Republican
Columnist
primaries as
well as their
own,
Republicans may vote in Democrat primaries as well as their
own, and independents may vote
in either but not both. A few
states have "blanket" or "jungle" primaries where voters may
switch back and forth between
parties office by office.
A second system is the closed
primary, which Kentucky uses,
in which a potential voter must
indicate party preference at registration and in which he/she
may vote only in primaries of
his/her party. Independents may
not vote in these primaries and
may vote only in non-partisan
judicial primaries. While a voter
may vote for whomever he pleases in the general election, his
choices are limited in primaries. Registered Democrats may
vote only in Democrat primaries, registered Republicans may
vote only in Republican primaries, and independents may not
vote in either. Political parties
do not necessarily have multiple candidates running for every
office every election. This means
that certain people may not vote
in certain primaries, in certain
parties, in certain years. This
was the case in Calloway County this year.
What are the arguments for
open and closed primaries? The
best argument for the open system is that we believe in democracy and democracy means every
qualified voter should have the
right to vote. If there is an election and a voter comes to the
polls. he should never be told
he cannot vote. The best argument for the closed system is
that there are very real and very
substantial differences between
the two major political parties,
which are or should be reflected in their adherents and candidates. It therefore makes no
sense to allow "crossover" voting where Democrats may vote
in Republican primaries and
Republicans may vote in Democrat primaries because, the argument continues, crossover voters tend to intentionally support
less electable candidates in their
opposition party and return to
their own party in the general
election. If independents want
to vote in primaries, they should
register in one of the two major
parties and vote accordingly.
While I do not see the Kentucky legislature changing our
basic system. there are two possible courses of action which
might address the concerns Mr.
Elkins raised. One is what is
called the "semi-closed" primary
system. This system retains limiting party adherents to their
party's primaries but allows independents to choose the party
primary in which they wish to
vote on an election-by-election
basis. This sounds good, but
could encourage people to be
independents rather than Democrats or Republicans: some would
see this as good and some would
not.
A second option would be
for Calloway County to follow
the City of Murray's choice to
make local elections nonpartisan. People do not run for mayor
or the city council as Democrats or Republicans because the
issues that divide the major parties on the national and stare
levels are largely irrelevant on
the local level. If more than two
people seek a single office, the
primary reduces the race to the
top two candidates who face
each other in the general election in November In a sense.
everyone becomes an "independent" in local elections, like Mr.
Elkins. Sounds good to me.
Winfield H. Rose is a professor of political science at
Murray State University,
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Living words
It is hard for me to forget that
day in a college classroom the
first time I consciously lied to my
students. Oh. I corrected the prevarication immediately after the
prank, but the lie unveiled to me
a glaring problem that troubles me
to this day. I lied to my students
soon after the Persian Gulf • War
or the First Gulf War almost a
quarter-of-a-century ago. Let me
re-create that class session for you.
Even before I call the roll, I
tell those American History students fresh out of high school that
I had just read a "letter to the
editor" written by a Kuwaiti refugee
in a major Amencan newspaper.
The displaced Kuwaiti, a tragedy
of the policies of Saddam Hussein and the resulting war, minces
no words as she reveals in minute
detail an era of terror and horror.
She herself is college educated as
her prose indicates. Her bitterness
in the face of the actions of a
tyrant is evident.
Let me quote directly from the
letter; the intent of the writer is
clear. She states that "when.a long
train of abuses and usurpations,
pursuing invariably the same object.
evinces a design to reduce (us under
absolute despotism. it is lour) right,
it is lourl duty. to throw off such
government, and to provide new
guards for lour} future secunty."
With this introduction, the letter writer then lists specific exam-

ples of Saddam's past abitse: "He
has refused his assent to laws, the
most wholesome and necessary for
the public good." "He has dissolved representative houses repeatedly. for opposing ... his invasions
on the rights of the people.- "He
has affected to render the military
independent of, and superior to,
the civil power." "He has plundered our seas burned our towns,
and destroyed the lives of our people."
"He is 'at this time transporting large lamnesl ... to complete
the works of death, and tyranny
already begun with circumstances
of cruelty and perfidy scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous ages,
and totally unworthy the head of
a civilized nation."
"He has constrained our fellow-citizens ... to bear arms against
their country, to become the executioners of their friends and
brethren, or to fall themselves by
their hands,- she wrote. The writer
concludes her letter by remarking
that "a (ruled whose character is
thus marked by every act which
may define a tyrant, is unfit to be
the ruler of a free people.- Strong
words indeed, but what would you
expect from someone who had suffered so much for so long?
Okay. So much for the ruse.
You — along with the most perceptive of my students — are too
intelligent, too sharp, too well-read

in the essential primary
documents of
American history, to be
Of
fooled.
course, you
knew that I did
not quote from
a letter from
a
Kuwaiti
refugee sent in
and
for publication
Away
on an editoriBy James
al page in
Duane Bolin
1992,just after Ledger & Times
the
Persian
Columnist
Gulf War. You
knew that I
read instead from Thomas Jefferson's Declaration of Independence
penned 238 years ago in 1776.
So. what was the purpose of
the deception then and what is the
purpose of this column now? Well,
I lied to my students back in 1992
and I am writing this column on
the eve of yet another July Fourth
to suggest how the past resonates
in the present. For, if truth be told,
the words of the Declaration
COULD have been the words of
a distressed refugee in that uncertain, unbalanced post-Gulf War
world.
And surely Thomas Jefferson's
words live on. For his words still
resonate todaj, in 2014. Jefferson's
Declaration of Independence is not

Charles
a document filled with old dead
words about a long dead past. For
Americans. the Declaration contains words that live on and continue to inform and inspire today.
All but a few of my students
failed to realize that the words I
read that day were not the words
of a displaced Kuwaiti refugee,
but rather the words of Mr. Jefferson. And the reason they failed
to recognize Jefferson's words is
that they had never read one of
the two seminal documents in the
history of our country. They had
never read the Declaration of Independence and they had never read
the Constitution of the United States.
Naturalized American citizens —
those disparaged. new American
citizens from Mexico. China, or
Saudi Arabia — know so much more
about the Declaration and the Constitution than most native born
Americans. Why? They have read
and studied the documents. Maybe
the best way to celebrate Independence Day, along with all the
parades and fireworks and picnics,
is simply a public or private reading of Thomas Jefferson's Living
Words.
James Duane Bolin teaches in
the Department of History at Murray State University and may he
reached atjholin@murraystate.edu.

Festival shines spotlight on blindness
If you think a film festival
exploring Hollywood's take on visual impairment leads to a blind
alley. you're missing the big picture. But if you had been at the
Museum of the Amencan Printing
House (APH) for the Blind in
Louisville on Saturday. you would
have had the opportunity to gain
some insight into stereotypes about
blindness, as well as the countless
ways that — regardless of physical differences — people are pretty much alike.
For the second year in a row.
the Museum of the APH is presenting a summer series of films
with leading characters who are
blind. All the films include audio
description that verbally fills in visual details that cannot be discerned
solely through dialog and sound
effects. The brain-child of educa-

tor. writer. and former Murray resident Katie Carpenter, this year's
festival launched on Saturday with
a screening of the 1972 film. "Butterflies Are Free."
Oscar-winning actress Eileen
Heckart is an over-protective mother, determined to get her 24-yearold son Don, played by Edward
Albert. to move back home. Don.
who was born blind, has defied
her by renting an apartment in a
seedy section of San Francisco so
he can live on his own. It is the
late 1960s, the Age of Aquarius.
featuring every parent's nightmare:
Flower children, free love and
funky attire.
Don befriends Jill Tanner, a
loopy young woman in the adjoining apartment. an aspinng actress
who, at 19. has already been marned and divorced. Played by Goldie
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To The editor:
I would like to express my appreciation for the daily Bible
verses that you publish in your newspaper. I get a lot from these
verses. and I feel like many others do as well. It is encouraging
that you choose to publish these Bible verses which help me, and
many others that read them. Again. I want to express my thanks
to you for your efforts in publishing these Bible verses, it is greatly appreciated,
Jerry M. KeyMurray, Ky.
To the editor.
Seeking information on and copies of pictures ,of old one-room
school houses that existed in the late I800's and very early I900's
in the Almo and Kirksey. KY area.
My grandfather. William Imes Miller, born 1891. and his siblings lived on a farm in Almo. Most of his siblings died young
due to the tuberculosis epidemic of that era All are buried in the
Almo Cemetery.
Would like to know the names of schools and their histories,
teacher's names, names of families, etc.
Kevin Miller
Madisonville, Ky.
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Hawn, with
ness. including when the sighted
wide-eyed
talk very loud, as if a person who
ditziness temis blind cannot hear.
pered by occaThe audience also had mixed
sional flashes
reactions to the scene where Don
of common
counted steps to find his way
sense.
Jill
around his new neighborhood."My
holds some
life is way too full to be counttypical mising steps wherever I go," one memconceptions
ber of the audience said, while
about blindanother person piped up, "There's
ness. When,
an app for that."
unthinkingly, Main Street
In the end, the audience agreed
By
Constance
she asks Don
that
"Butterflies are Free- was less
Alexander
if he has read
about
blindness and more about
Ledger
&
Times
any
good
romance, but with some serious
Columnist
books lately,
overtones. The group seemed to
for instance,
agree that the mother's transforshe wilts with
mation from smothering to encourembarrassment.
"Just ask me if I've felt any aging was satisfying. and that all
good books lately," he replies, a the characters had changed in some
line that got a laugh from the significant way.
"It was an honest ending.- someaudience.
Throughout the screening, one remarked, while another added,
moments of levity were interspersed "There was a lot left up in the
with occasional good-natured cnt- air."
icism. For instance, when Don said
"To be continued is the real
he could feel Jill's face and tell ending," was another comment,
what she looked like, an audience quickly followed by the best audimember called out,"Someone sight- ence line of the afternoon: "All
ed wrote that line." and others other things being sequel ..."
chuckled in agreement.
The festival continues on SatIn follow-up discussion facili- urday July 26, at 12:30 p.m. with
tated by Bellarmine Professor Nancy "See No
Evil, Hear No Evil," and
Urbscheit, there were more obser- ends
on Aug. 16, again at 1230.
vations about the face-touching with
a screening of "Ray." To reg•
scene, pointing out that such gesister, call (502) 899-2213. or email
tures are acts of intimacy. In addition. someone who has been blind kcarpenterOaph.org by noon the day
from birth, is Don was, would not before the screening
The Museum of the American
have a frame of reference to deterPrinting
House for the Blind is locatmine how a person looked based
on touch. It was mentioned, how- ed at 1839 Frankfort Avenue.
ever, that one who lost sight later Louisville, Ky. Admission is free
in life might find touch helpful in and the exhibits and programs are
piecing together an impression of informative and compelling. Outreach programs for schools, scouts.
another person's appearance.
"It's like listening to a sunset." and youth groups are also availan audience member remarked, a able. For more information, check
reminder that people who are blind out
at
the
webstte
or visually impaired perceive things www.aph.org/museum.
differently than sighted people.
Read Main Street online at
Discussion explored other per- www murrayledgercom . Contact the
sistent misconceptions about blind- columnist
at
constaik.ealexander@nw COM.
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Clara Ruth Story Beach

201 S. I hird Street
Murray, Ky 42071
270-753-2411
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Tommy* D Taylor

Billy Dan Stokes
Clara Ruth Story Beach, 78,of Murray, Kentucky, died Thursday,
Tommye D Taylor. 87,of Murray, Kentucky, died Saturday, June
Billy Dan Stokes, 83. of Ne% Johnsonville, Tennessee and
June 26,2014 at her home.
28. 2014 at Spring Creek Rehabilitation Center, Murray.
Louisville.
Kentucky, formerly of Murray. died Saturday. June 28,
Memorial services will be at II a.m. Wednesday, July 2, 2014 in
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m. Wednesday. July 2,2014 at the 2014 at the Three Rivers Hospital in
Waverly. Tennessee.
the chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Kerry
University Church of Christ with Hollis Miller and
He was born in Calloway County. Kentucky.on April 15. 193
Lambert officiating. Entombment will follow in Murray Memorial
Charley Bazzell officiating. Congregational Haley Stokes and Lorell Cathey Stokes.
Gardens.
singing will be lead by Danny Claiborne. Burial
He was a retired truck driver and a member of the Kilwinning
She was born Nov. 16, 1935 in Portland,Tennessee,to Ray Story
will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Masonic Lodge in Louisville. He was of Baptist faith.
Sr. and Cora Mabelle Story.
He was born Nov. 10, 1926 in Calloway County.
He was preceded in death by his parents; two sisters, Latricia
She was a retired employee Of Fisher-Price (Mattel). She was a
Kentucky, to John Tom and Della Hill Taylor.
Travis and twin sister, Anne Fox.
member of Grace Baptist Church. She taught Sunday school for
He was the owner and operator of Taylor Bus
Mr.Stokes is survived by his wife, Wilma G.Stokes of Louisville,
many years at the Murray Church of the Nazarene.
Sales. He was a member of University Church of whom he married Jan. I. 1951 in Corinth, Mississippi; two
daughShe was preceded in death by her parents; two sons,Donnie Beach
Christ and the Murray Rotary Club. He served in ters, Rhonda Boyd of Billings, Montana. and Kathie Marie
Cram
and Eddie Beach; two sisters, Dorothy Manning and Barbara
the U.S. Air Force during World War II. He attend- and husband Steve of St. John Virgin Island; one son, Dan
Allen
Parker; and four brothers. Hoyt Story, Junior Story, Kenneth Story Taylor
ed Murray State College and was an avid Racer Stokes and wife Gail of Las Vegas, Nevada; one sister. Carolyn
and Hugh Story.
basketball fan.
Draffenville of Paris, Tennessee; four grandchildren, Sherry
Mrs. Story is survived by two daughters, Phyllis Terry and husHe was preceded in death by his parents; one son. McKinney, Daniel Crum. Lena Marie Cram and Derek Stokes
and
band Shayne of Lowes, Kentucky and Sharon Beach Crouch of
Gary Taylor in 2010; two brothers-in-law, Jerry two great-grandchildren and his little dog and companion. Sara.
Murray;two sisters,Ruby Williams of Murray and Betty June Sykes
Miller and Gene Miller; as well as one sister-inA Masonic service will be held Thursday,July 3,2014 at 11 a.m.
of Alabama; one brother, Ira Lee' Story and wife Bonnie of
law,Jeannette Rogers.
at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with burial to follow in the
Hopkinsville; six grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.
Mr. Taylor is survived by his wife of66 years, Anna Faye Taylor: Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be Wednesday.
July 2. 2014
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- one daughter,Jennifer Taylor of
Murray: one son. David Taylor and from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
home.com.
wife Jennifer of Murray; daughter-in-law, Peggy Taylor of Hazel;
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralThe J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
two brothers, Dan Taylor and wife Beverly of Farmington and home.com.
Dwain Taylor and wife Mary of Murray; sisters-in-law, Becky
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Charles Kenneth Hoover
Miller and Sandra Rogers and husband Glenn; ten grandchildren,
Charles Kenneth Hoover, 77, of Enunitsburg, Maryland, took his Serenity Heegel of Austin, Texas; Greg Taylor and
wife Kristin of See
page 2A for additional obituaries
spiritual journey home on Monday, June 30, 2014 at 9:28 a.m. at Murray; Charles Taylor and wife Angela of
Murray; Alyssa Brown
John's Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, Maryland. He was married and husband Stephen of Asheville.
North Carolina; John Taylor and
for 35 years and is survived by his wife Carolyn, wife Christine of Highland, Illinois; Maya Heegel of
Austin. Texas,
the love of his life; four daughters, Lisa Ford, Zak Taylor and wife Alysha of Murray; Camee
Rudolph and hus.11. American
Tammy Babkoff, Debbie Newcomer, and Gwen band Grant of Murray, Zori Taylor and fiance
Jeremy Curd of
Hinton,one son Kenny Hoover; and a host of ador- Murray;Quinnen Taylor of Murray;
Red Cross
and eleven great-grandchildren,
ing grandchildren and great grandchildren who Elijah, Ethne, Cate, Evelyn, Ben, Mae
Rose. Kieran and Charlie
will dearly miss his "powerful sugar."
Taylor, Annalee Rudolph and Emaline and Hannah Brown; and
He was preceded in death by his daughter numerous other family and friends.
Marsha Alexander; his brothers Albert Lewis,
Memorial contributions may be made through donations to the
Thomas. and John Hoover; and is survived by a University Christian
Student Center, 1403 Olive Boulevard,
brother Jerry Hoover and a sister Arleen Brown.
Murray,KY 42071 or Anna Mae Owen Residential Hospice House,
Kenneth entered this world on Aug. 7, 1936 in Murray
Hamar
Calloway County Endowment for Healthcare. 803 Poplar.
Calvert City, Kentucky.,and was the son of the late
Murray, KY 42071.
Prices as of 3:011
Floyd R. and Sadie Starks Hoover. Having graduated from Augusta
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchuchillfuneralInvestments Since 1854
Juls 1.2914
Tilghman High School in 1954, he then trained formally for a life
home.com.
time of service at Freed-Hardeman University. He began his minThe J.H. Churchill Funeral Horne is in charge of arrangements.
Daa,hen Ind.Arg.-16$7919+ 152.79 flopFed Banc'_.tIkS+0.04
istry as a preacher for the Church of Christ at the age of 14. His service to his Lord Jesus Christ spanned six decades. Kenneth served
Air Products
+044 IBM .....__l8635+5.08
with zealous commitment and an effective preaching ministry in Ian Tabors
Apple
.......-93.67
......
+
Intel..
0.74
-31.01 + 0.11
Earl Tabers,76,of Murray,Kentucky,died Tuesday.June 24,2014
Kentucky, Illinois, Tennessee, Missouri, and Arizona; however his
AT&T,
Inc.....
--35.48
at
+
Superior
Kroger
0.12
Care
....
Home
...A9.53
in
Paducah,
+ 0.10
Kentucky.
message of Good News transcended these United States and many
Graveside services will be held at 10 a.m. Saturday, July 5, 2014
BUJ
+ 031
places around the world. His passion and love for his Lord was the
Mattel--------39.50+ 0.53
driving force of his life. His greatest desire was to seek and save the at Murray City Cemetery with John Dale officiating.
Bank of America ..........--15.60 + 0.23
McDonald.,
-101.00+ 0.26
He was born Jan. 23, 1938 in Murray to Rex
lost and bring glory and honor to God. He touched literally thouStratton
Briggs
&
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+
0.23
and Christine Howard Tabers. He was a memsands of lives for their good and God's glory. He was known for his
Bristol My4s Squibb .....A8.12.0.03 Microsoft
+ 0,17
ber of First United Methodist Church of
indiscriminate love and compassion for everyone. He ministered to
Murray. He was the former co-owner of Tabers
the sick, helped the hurting, mended broken lives, comforted the
Caterpillar
+ 0.50
......3.07 + 0.02
Body Shop and later retired after several years
bereaved,and was a source of enthusiastic encouragement. His bond
Chevron Texaco Corp -13034.0.01
Pepsico. Inc.
0.21
aS an automobile dealer.
with youth enabled hin1 to have'a legacy that will honor his influYahoo
+
016
Pfizer.
0.40
30.08
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Inc
ence for generations. Kenneth livid and died believing and teaching
'He was preceded in death by his parents and
Dean Foods
Regions Financial
10.76 + 0.14
that "It's The Greatest Thing In The World To Be A Christian".
twin brother, Gerald Tabers.
There will be visitation on Wednesday,July 2,2014 from 4-7 p.m.
Mr. Tabers is survived by a daughter, Starlyn
Exxon-Mobil .....---...-101.36 + 0.68 Sears Holding Corp
.40.49 + 036
at Stauffer Funeral Home. 104 East Main St.,Thurmont, Maryland. Taber*
Wyatt and husband David of West Paducah; a
Ford Motor Co.
- 043 rime
+ 032
A memorial service will be held at the Catoctin Church of Christ at son, Michael Tabers and partner Michael Rook of Nashville,
General
.............2639
Electric
+
0.11
Bancorp
US
.4334
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a later date.
Tennessee; two brothers, Bernard Tabers and wife Doris of
Ginza Smith Kline
+ b.71
WellPoint. Inc
There will be a funeral service on Saturday, July 5,2014 at 2:00 Brentwood, Tennessee and Jim Tabers and wife Mary Lou of
.10838 + 0.77
p.m. at the Benton Church of Christ in Benton, Kentucky with inter- Bethany, Oklahoma; one sister, Debbie Hill and husband David of
Amazon
.332.94 + 8.12
Wal-Mart
75.28 + 0.21
ment to follow at Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery in Brandenton. Florida; three grandsons,Zach Wyatt and Ben Wyatt of
Goochear Tire & Rubber -.27.70 - 0.02
Coldwater.
Murray and Jacob Wyatt of West Paducah; former wife Marilyn
Friends may visit with the family between the hours of 4:00 p.m. Tabers of Murray; several nieces, nephews, great-nieces and greatand 7:00 p.m. Friday, July 4,2014 at the Benton Church of Christ in nephews and cousins.
Financial Consultants IL-RI:
iiI •
Benton and on Saturday, July 5, 2014 from 10:00 a.m. until the
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Humane Society of
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
funeral hour at the Benton Church of Christ.
Calloway County,607 Poplar Street, Murray, KY 42071 and to St.
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
. In lieu of flowers, memorial contribution may be made in Jude Children's Research Hospital at stjude.com.
270-753-3366 I 800-444-1854
Kenneth's name to Freed-Hardeman University, 158 East Main
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F
Online condolences may be left at www.woodlawn-roesch-patStreet, Henderson,TN 38340.
tonfh.com.
Woodlawn Roesch-Patton Funeral Home,Nashville Tennessee,is 'Head ours *meow mew r 1w soca' mcyce dreamy() addimmil Omar* mkt* cr *west KY FDIC Inswee No
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more of in charge of arrangements.
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the preceding obituaries exceeds'the maximum set by the Ledger
Online condolences may be expressed to the family at www.staufand Times policy.Alec has been paidfor additional publishing or ferfuneralhome.com or at www.collierfuneralhome.com.
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Long-running
Baptist Homes
lawsuit ends
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) A federal judge's order has
ended a long-running lawsuit in
Kentucky over public funding
of faith-based organizations.
In a settlement agreement
reached last year. Kentucky
officials agreed to monitor
state-funded child care agencies to ensure they're not proselytizing or pushing religion on
the children in their care.
U.S. District Judge Charles
Simpson signed an order on
Monday approving the settlement and dismissing the suit,
which was filed in 2000.
The suit was filed by three
citizens and a lesbian who
claimed religious discrimination in her firing from her job
with Kentucky Baptist Homes
for Children. The Baptist-affiliated agency has since Changed
its name to Sunrise Children's
Services.
The worker's claim against
Sunrise was dismissed in 2009,
but a challenge over public
funding of religious groups was
allowed to proceed.
Please support the
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OPENING JULY 4TH!!!
ARCADE, CONCESSION, GAME ROOMS (XBOX & PS4) BIG SCREEN T.V.S,
& POOL TABLES

THURSDAY NIGHT IS FAMILY NIGHT
evwom2 iA trIczLcom.e!
Adults $10• Ages 12-17 -$5• Under 12 Free
Come and dance to your favorite music, enjoy the concession or play games
in a smoke & alcohol-free environment.
We do have RULES set in place to ensure everyones safety.
-No one under 12 may be left unattended -

When you pay a cover charge for the Dance Hall you have access
to unlimited soft drinks all night!
Concession Items: Coca-Cola fountain drinks and other individual Coke products,
Nachos and Cheese, Chips and Ranch, Hot Dogs, Pizza from Gattis, Chips, Assorted
Candies and Ice Cream.
Game room can be reserved and we are available for parties; inquire for details
and pricing.

Friday & Saturday Nights are set aside for 18 years and under in the dance hall.

$10.00 cover charge for Dance Hall
Live entertainment for Dance Hall - Hours Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 7 p.m.-11 p.m.

Instead of Certificates of Deposit, ask about a Single
Premium Deferred Annuity with a First-Year Interest
Bonoci. from Woodmen of the World.
JULY initial guaranteed interest rates are:

435%
Payable ori a certificate with
annuity values of
$10,000-$24.999.

%
4.40
certificate

Payab/* on a
with
ar,nuity ',slues of

$25,000- S99.999.

4.60%
Payable on a certificate with
annu,ty values of
$100,000-$499,999.

1306-D 641 SOUTH • MURRAY, KY • HRS: TUES.-SAT. 11 A.M.-11-P.M.
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WKCTC Enrollment
Blast 2014 to be held
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Special to the Ledger
West Kentucky Community
and Technical College will host
a Fall 2014 Enrollment Blast
Thursday, July 10 - Saturday,
July 12. The college's student
services office will expand to
include evening hours and will
be open Saturday July 12.
WKCTC faculty and staff will
be on hand in the Anderson
Technical Building to help individuals through the college
enrollment process from 8 a.m.
until 7 p.m.. July 10 and 11 and
from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m., July
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OVC FOOTBALL

10 OVC players
d FCS
erica by
Sports Network

AIZIT

Ten Ohio Valley Conference football players have been named to the
Sports Network Preseason Football
Championship Subdivision (FCS) AllAmerican Team.
The selections included four firstteam selections, three second-team
selections and three third-team picks.
The 10 total selections were the fourthmost among FCS conferences. Eastern
Illinois led the way with four selections, followed by Jacksonville State
with three. Tennessee State with two
and UT Martin with one.
The first-team selections included
Jacksonville State senior center Max
Holcombe, Eastern Illinois senior
offensive lineman Collin Seibert. UT
Martin senior linebacker Tony Bell and
Tennessee State senior defensive back
Daniel Fitzpatrick.
The second-team choices included
Jacksonville State senior running back
DaMarcus James. Eastern Illinois senior wide receiver Adam Drake and
Eastern Illinois senior tight end Jeff
LePak.
The third-team selections were
Eastern Illinois junior running back
Shepard Little. Tennessee Tech senior
defensive lineman Anthony Bass and
Jacksonville State junior defensive end
LaMichael Fanning.
Holcombe has started 37 straight
games at center for the Gamecocks and
is the anchor on the offensive line. A
year ago he played a total of 1138 snaps
and posted the highest grade on the
offensive line at just over 87 percent.
The Gamecocks led the Ohio Valley
Conference in rushing with an average
of 239.1 yards per game to -rank 12th
nationally, and finished with an OVC
record 48 rushing touchdowns behind
the first-team All-OVC selection.
Seibert was named a preseason first
team All-American at offensive guard
as the senior earned first team AllAmerica honors last year. He will
anchor an offensive -line that returns
three starters from last year's team that
ranked first in the nation in total
offense and scoring offense. The
Panthers averaged 589.5 yards per
game while scoring 48.2 points per
contest. The Panthers ground game
averaged 217.1 yards per contest while
the passing game was second in the
nation at 372.4 yards per game.
Last season Bell was named an AllAmerican by four different media outlets (Associated Press. College Sports
Madness, Beyond Sports Network and
Phil Steele Publications) in addition to
earning Ali-OVC first team accolades.
He led the OVC and ranked sixth in the
nation with 10.5 sacks while also tallying an OVC-best 15 tackles for loss. He
also ranked second in the league in
both forced fumbles (three) and fumbles recovered (three) while amassing
80 tackles, which ranked ninth. A year ago Fitzpatrick was named
the FCS Defensive Back of the Year by
the FCS ADA and earned AU-American
honors by five different outlets. He
picked off six passes during the regular
season and added two more in the
team's first round FCS Playoff victory
over Butler; the eight total interceptions were tied for the most by a
Division I player (FBS or FCS) in
20(3. Of those eight interceptions the
junior returned three for touchdowns,
storing a 50-Yarder against Jackson
State in the Southern Heritage Classic
in Memphis. returning what proved to
be the game-winner 20 yards at UT

OVC Players on 2014
Sports Network Preseason
All-American Team
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WORLD CUP
BELGIUM 2, USA 1
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First Team
C - Max Holcombe, Jacksonville
State
OL - Collin Seibert, Eastern Illinois
LB - Tony Bell. UT Martin
DB - Daniel Fitzpatrick, Tennessee
State
Second Team
RB - DaMarcus James. Jacksonville
State
WR - Adam Drake. Eastern Illinois
TE - Jeff LePak, Eastern Illinois
Third Team
RB - Shepard Little. Eastern Illinois
DL - Anthony Bass, Tennessee State
DL - LaMichael Fanning,
Jacksonville State

JULIO CORTEZ / AP Photo
United States' goalkeeper Tim Howard reacts after Belgium's Kevin De Bruyne scored the opening goal during the World Cup round of 16
soccer match between Belgium and the USA at the Arena Fonte Nova in Salvador, Brazil, Tuesday, July 1, 2014.

US World Cup en4„with 2-/ OT
loss to Belgium
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer

But it wasn't enough,and U.S. players fell to the field at the final whistle
in their all-white uniforms like so
SALVADOR, Brazil (AP) — They many crumpled tissues.
"I think they made their country
captured the eyes and hearts of a suddenly awakened soccer nation, who proud with this performance." coach
gathered in unprecedented numbers to Jurgen Klinsmann said.
The Americans advanced from a
watch the world's game.
But the end of the ride came at the difficult first-round group that includexact same point as four years ago: ed Germany. Portugal and Ghana to
with a loss in extra time in the World reach the knockout rounds of consecutive World Cups for the first time. Four
Cup's round of 16.
Kevin De Bruyne finally beat goal- years ago, they were eliminated in
keeper Tim Howard in the third minute South Africa by Ghana 1-0 on a goal in
of extra time, Romelu Lukaku scored the third minute of extra time.
Fans who had made the trek south
12 minutes later to give Belgium a
equator chanting "I believe that
of
the
two-goal lead, and the Red Devils
we will win!" could hardly believe
hung on for a 2-I victory Tuesday.
"It's heartbreaking," Howard said. they lost, extending a World Cup winI don't think we could have given it less streak against European nations to
nine games over 12 years.
more."
The crowd of 51.227 at Arena Fonte
Before exiting, the U.S. showed the
spunk that captured America's atten- Nova appeared to be about one third
pro-U.S.. with 10 percent backing the
tion. Julian Green. at 19 the youngest
Belgians and the rest neutral. Back
player on the U.S. roster, stuck out his
home, millions watched across the
right foot to volley in Michael
United States in offices, homes and
Bradley's pass over the defense in the
public gatherings that includes a huge
107th minute,two minutes after entercrowd in Chicago's Soldier Field.
ing the game.
"There's a lot to build on going forThey nearly tied it up in the 114th,
ward," Klinsmann said.
when Clint Dempsey peeled off the
At some large financial firms in
ball and was stopped point-blank by Manhattan, 70-inch screens were
goalkeeper Thibaut Courtois after
III See US,8A
being fed by Bradley on a free kick.

pAArr DUNHAM i AP Photo
United States' Julian Green, left, scores his side's first goal during
the World Cup round of 16 soccer match between Belgium and the
USA at the Arena Fonte Nova in Salvador, Brazil.

Fans brave heat for US-Belgium game watches
the U.S. in Brazil as it tried to move
deeper into the tournament. With every
game, the crowds have swelled as dieAUSTIN, Texas (AP) — His right hard soccer fans joined the newcomers.
cheek painted with an American flag. Suddenly. America looks like a soccerJon Watson at sweating in the Texas crazed country, as people skip work and
gather in big crowds and watch the
heat.
fie didn't mind the searing sun. the game play out on giant screens.
90-plus degree temperatures or the lack
"They're short people at work and
of a breeze in Austin. He was here for a they tried to call me in to work but (told
party with thousands of other American them no way. I'll let you know on
soccer fans set to watch the U.S. play Thursday if they're mad." said 25-yearBelgium in the World Cup. with the old Alex Sanders. who chose watching
winner set to move on the quarterfinals the game on a Jurntxaron at Redondo
of the biggest sporting event in the Beach in Los Angeles over his extra
shift at Sports Authority.
world.
Each game has pulled in more fans:
"And I'm not even a soccer fan. I'm a
tennis guy. I should be watching The U.S.-Portugal game drew 24.7 milWimbledon," Watson said. "But I want- lion television viewers overall, and the
ed to get out and be part of the commu- 18.22 million who watched on ESPN
nity, to come together and cheer for the were the most the network has ever
attracted for an event not involving
same team.t
From Texas to Chicago to California. American football. The Germany game
U.S. fans flocked to public spaces.from averaged 10.7 million viewers.. making
wide open parks to sports stadiums to it the third-most watched World Cup
their favorite sports bars, to watch the game ever on the network.
game.
Sites were preparing for an even bigTuesday's game was the fourth for ger influx for this game. In Chicago,
By JIM VERTUNO
AP Sports Wnter

home of the US. Soccer federation,
officials moved a game watch event
from a public park to Soldier Field to
accommodate a larger crowd. The city
expects up to 20.000 at the stadium
which can hold up to 61500.
Heat was a concern at some venues.
In the nation's capital. there were misting stations at the block-long Freedom
Plaza to keep fans cool. That wasn't a
problem at AT&T Stadium in Arlington.
Texas, where thousands watched the
match in the air-conditioned home of
the Dallas Cowboys.
In Washington. crowds sang the
national anthem together and it was hard
to find a seat at game time. Marie
Davenport, 76. set up a folding chair
outside of the main crowd but with a
good view of the big screen.
"(think that after this World Cup
Americans are sold on soccer," said
Davenport, who thought the scene and
crowd's enthusiasm made it a better
choice than her living mom.
President Barack Obama left the
confines of the WhIte House Oval office
and joined about 200 staffers in an

Executive Office Building auditorium to
watch the second half of the game.
"I believe!" he exclaimed as he
walked in at the front of the hall. "I
believe!" He was quickly joined by a
chorus of "I believe that we will win! I
believe that we will win!"
As he took a seat in the auditorium's
front row, he said sheepishly, "I was
worried that if I walked in and Belgium
scored. I'd get in trouble."
In Austin. the city set up a watch
party at outdoor park near downtown
and MOM than 1,000 set up lawn chairs
and blankets to watch the game on giant
screens. Volunteers passed out sunscreen. It looked like an early Fourth of
July party, with many in red, white and
blue.
Caitlyn Balda.saro, a 21 -year-old college student, said she's seen video
images of giant World Cup watch parties in places like Paris, Mexico City
and Rio de Janeiro and predicted they
will only get bigger in the US. if the
U See FANS,8A
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Americans progress farther in the
tournament.
She noticed the mix of soccer
experts and novices that have
been in the crowds. She considers
herself an expert.
"I've played soccer my whole
life. It's the one sport I understand," Balciasaro said.
Not Joe Ochs, who arrived at a
popular soccer pub in Denver,
Colorado at 7 a.m. to claim a seat.
"Just picked (it) up during
World Cup." said Ochs, 37, a
sales and marketing rep for gyms
and fitness clubs.
For Ochs, soccer's rules are a
mystery.
Corner kick? "It's the corner,"
Ochs said.
Offside? "Nope," he said.
But Ochs said that doesn't
make it any less fun.
1 get into it with my countrymen and watch Team USA ...
when the cheer goes up, I'm with
them," Ochs said.
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1300 Johnum Blvd.•270-7534355
Gams 61
At Belo Horizonte, Brazil
Game 57 winner' vs Game 58 winner
2000 GMT
Wednesday, July 9
Gams 82
At Sao Paulo
vs Game 60 winner
winner
Game 59
2000 GMT
THIRD PLACE
Saturday, July 12
Al Brasilia, Brazil
Semifinal losers 2000 GMT
FINAL
Sunday, July 13
At Rio De Janeiro
Semifinal winners 1900 GMT

04JARTERFINALS
Friday, July 4
Game 57
At Fortiala, Brazil
Brazil vs Colombia .N6-•ig.G.MT
Game 58
At Rio Be Janeiro
France vs Germany 1600 GMT
Saturday, July 5
Game 59
At Salvador, Brazil
Netherlands vs Costa Rica 2000 GMT
GAMS 150
At Brasilia, Brazil
Argentina vs Belgium 1600 GMT
SEMIFINALS
Tuesday. July 8
PAUL SANCYA AP Photo

Amber StIvani, of Southgate, Mich., holds up a USA banner as United States fans react •
US...
while watching before the 2014 World Cup soccer match between the United States and
right, Lukaku sped in alone and
From Page 7A
Belgium at a public viewing party, in Detroit, Tuesday, July 1, 2014.
in front of the goal. The
crossed
brought in for employees to
rebounded off defender
ball
watch. President Barack Obama
Gonzalez, and De Bruyne
joined about 200 staffers in an Omar
controlled
it, spun and beat
Executive Office Building audiFrom Page 7A
downs to finish second in the son second team All-American back and return specialist. He torium to watch the second half. Howard just over his right foot.
Then with the U.S. pushing
nation, and he scored a rushing at tight end as the senior earned scored 15 touchdowns on the
Martin and a 26-yarder at Butler.
"I believe!" he exclaimed as
He added a season-high nine touchdown in the final 12 games third team All-America honors ground while adding two touch- he walked in at the front of the for an equalizer, De Bruyne
burst ahead and fed Lukaku. He
tackles twice during the season, of the season to extend his last year. LePak hauled in 51 down receptions and two punt hall. "I believe!"
school
the ball past Howard, his
slotted
record.
James
now
has
35
passes
for
723
yards
and
eight
returns
for
touchdown.
He
finThat sparked a chorus of the
in a victory at nationally-ranked
Jacksonville State and against career rushing touchdowns, touchdowns. He ranked eighth ished the season ranked No.2 on chant, and as Obama took a Everton teammate, seeming to
which is the third most in school in the OVC in receptions per the EIU single season list for front-row seat, he said sheepish- put the Red Devils out of reach.
nationally-ranked
Eastern
history,
and his 13 career 100- game and receiving yards per both rushing yards and all-pur- ly: "I was worried that if I
But Green, among five
Illinois in the playoffs. His play
yard rushing games is also the game, both totals ranking among pose yards.
walked in and Belgium scored. German-Americans on the U.S.
helped the Tennessee State secsecond most in school history.
roster and a surprise pick, woke
the nation's leaders for tight
Last season, Bass recorded I'd get in trouble."
ondary rank third nationally in
Drake was named a presea- ends. LePak was the OVC nom- 10 sacks and 14.5 tackles for
Howard, playing the finest up the team and its fans with his
passes intercepted (21 ) and
son second team All-American inee for FCSADA Tight End of loss, earning the junior OVC game of his career, stopped a first touch of the game. setting
ninth overall in turnovers gained
at wide receiver as the senior the Year. He closed out the reg- Defensive Player of the Year dozen shots with his legs and off raucous chants of "U-S-A!
131). Overall the Tigers defense
earned third team All-America ular season at UT Martin with honors. Bass was also the linch- arms to keep the Americans U-S-A!" But there would be no
ranked- sixth nationally in total honors
last year. Drake hauled seven catches for 196 yards and pin in the a defense that was even through regulation and final comeback this time.
defense (296.9 yards/game) and in 85
passes for 1,305 yards with three touchdowns.
"You get to this point and
sixth nationally in total defense force an additional 30 minutes.
seventh in scoring defense (18.1
13 touchdowns. He ranked fifth
Little was named a preseason (296.9 yards/game) and seventh He wound up with 16 saves.
these games are always about a
points/game) which helped the in the FCS in total receiving
third team All-American at run- in scoring defense (18.1
In its first World Cup under play here and play there."
team win 10 games, finish sec- yards and eighth in touchdown
ning back after earning first points/game).
Jurgen Klinsmann, the U.S. had Bradley said.
ond in the OVC, earn its first receptions. His receptions and team
All-Ohio
Valley
Chris Wondolowski had a
Fanning was a four-star promised to play attacking socplayoff berth since 1999 and its receiving yards both ranked Conference honors
last year. prospect and played his senior cer. But once again the chance to win it in stoppage time
first playoff victory since 1986. third on the EIU single season Little rushed for
1,551 yards year of high school football at Americans had trouble main- when Jermaine Jones flicked the
James had a record-breaking list. In the final regular season which ranked seventh in the Auburn
High School before taining possession and for much ball to him at the top of the 6season in 2013 and earned All- game against UT Martin Drake NCAA in total rushing yards. signing with the
University of of the night it seemed as if the yard box, but with Courtois
America and first-team All- caught 14 passes for 225 yards. His 110.8 rushing yards per Alabama in 2011.
He redshirted field were tilted.
coming out Wondolowski put
OVC honors after rushing for The 14 receptions were the sixth game ranked 13th in the nation his first season and saw reserve
Howard, at 35 one of the the ball over the crossbar.
1,477 yards on 292 carries to the most in EIU single game history while his 156.57 ail-purpose action on the defensive side of American veterans,
"The dream falls short, but
kept saving
school's • single-season rushing while the 225 yards ranked yards per game ranked tenth. the ball for the Crimson Tide in his team.
this is an incredible group."
record. He also set the OVC fourth on the single game list.
Little scored 19 touchdowns on 2012 and 2013. before enrolling
But when Nlatt Besler lost his Howard said, "and we'll nei.er
record with 29 rushing touchLePak was named a presea- the season serving as a versatile at Jacksonville State in January. balance on an attack down the forget this night."
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ADAM H. EDELEN
AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
The Honorable Larry Elkins, Calloway County Judge/Executive
The Honorable William Marcum. Calloway County Sheriff
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court
indoeinitnliiiidd9aile9sart
Report on the Financial Statement
We have audited the accompanying statement of revenues. expenditures. and excess fees - regulatory basis of the County Sheriff id
Calloway County, Kentucky, for the year ended December 31. 2013. and the related notes to the financial statement.
Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statement
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statement in accordance with accounting practices prescribed or permitted by the laws of Kentucky to demonatate compliance with the Commonwealth of Kentucky's regulatory
basis of accounting as described in Note 1 Management is also responsible for the design. implementation, and maintenance of
internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of a financial statement that is free from material misstatement.
whether due to fraud or error.
Auditor's Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial statement based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance alai
auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America, the standards applicable to financial audits contained in
Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, and the Audit Guide for Cuwatv Fee
QfFiciala issued by the Auditor of Public Accounts, Commonwealth of Kentucky. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statement is free from material misstatement,
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statement. The
procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgement. including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statement, whether due to fraud or error In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to
the entity's preparation and fair presentation of the financial statement in order to design audit procedures tht are appropnate in
the circumstances, hut not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. Accordingly.
we express no such opinion. An audit includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
significant accounting estimates made by management. as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statement.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropnate to provide a basis for our audit opinions.
Basis for Adverse Opinion on the U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
As described in Note 1 of the financial statement, the financial statement is prepared by the County Shenfi on the basis Of the
accounting practices prescribed or permitted by the laws of Kentucky to demonstrate compliance with the Commonwealth of
Kentucky's regulatory basis of accounting. which Is a basis of accounting other than accounting principles generally accepted in the
united States of America.
The effects on the financial statement of the variances between the regulatory basis of accounting described in Note 1 and accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America, although not reasonably determinable, are presumed to he material.
Adverse Opinion on U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
In our opinion, because of the significance of the matter discussed in the Basis for Adverse Opinion on U.S. Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles paragraph. the financial statement referred to above does not present fairly. in accordance with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America. the financial position of each fund of the County Shenff, as of
December 31. '2013, or changes in financial position or cash flows thereof for the period then ended.
Opinion on Regulatory Basis of Accounting
In our opinion, the financial statement referred to above presents fairly, in all material respects, the revenues, expenditures, and
excess fees of the County Sheriff for the year ended December 31, 2013. in accordance with the basis of accounting practices pre.
scribed or permitted by the Commonwealth of Kentucky as described in Note 1.
Other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards
In accordance with Goverrunent Auditing sum/birds, we have also issued our report dated April 15, 2014, on our consideration of
the Calloway County Sheriff's internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of
laws, regulations. contracts and grant agreements, and other matters The purpose of that report is solely to describe the scope of
our testing of internal contna over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing. and not to provide an opinion
on the effectiveness of the Calloway County Sheriff's internal control over fianancial reporting or on compliance. That report IS an
integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standarda in considering the entity's internal control
over financial reporting and compliance
Baw,d on the results of our audit, we have presented the accompanying comment and recommendations, included herein, which do.
cuesaes the following report comment:
2013-01 The Calloway County Sheriff's Office Lacks Adequate Segregation of Duties
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Adam H Edelen
Auditor of Public Accounts
'2014
April IS.
State 111\4 require', the Auditor ,if Public Account', to annually audit focal courts, county clerks, and sheriffs, and print the results
in a newspaper having general circulation in the county The complete audit and any other audit of state agencies, fiscal courts.
county clerka, sheriffs. and property valuation administrators may be viewed in the reports section of the Auditor of Public Accounts'
website at waraLaudgagjklind or upon request by calling 1.800-247-9126
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St. Jude benefits from Primary Care 5K
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Saturday's annual Primary Care
5K will help benefit a group that
is all about making life easier for
many people at one of the most
imposing times of their lives.
Sarah Lovett, practice administrator for Primary Care Medical
Center of Murray, said that, for
the third year in a row, all proceeds, mainly from entry fees,'
will go to a charity. This year's
recipient is St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital of Memphis,
Tennessee via the Murray
Miracles fundraising group that
supports seven families that have
had children either seek treatment
at St. Jude or are still receiving
treatment, mainly for childhood
cancers, at the facility.
"They just do so much there.
We felt they were definitely worthy this year," Lovett said. Last
year's recipient was the United
Service Organization, a nonprofit
organization that provides programs, services and live entertainment to United States troops,
of the United States Army Base at
Fort Campbell. "The thing is,
though. it's not just what they
have done for children. They
have been such a backdrop for
research of diseases that affect
many adults as well."
"Last year,of course, we helped
out the USO at Fort Campbell
and the thing you need to remem-

Photo courtesy of Primary care
The field explodes through the start/finish line of the 2013 Primary Care
5K from the intersection of Whitnell Avenue and Dudley Drive. This year's event is set for Saturda morning
y
with
proceeds going to St. Jude Children's Research Hospital via the Murray
Miracles group.
her here is that money only went
to the Fort Campbell service, not
the national service," said Dr.
Robert Hughes, Primary Care
managing partner,"We took over
the race in 2007 and the practice
itself has absorbed the costs of
the race. What we wanted to do,
though, is find a way for one
group to benefit each year. Two
years ago, it was Helping His
Kids which has helped provide
Christmas gifts for about 10,000
kids.
"The thing about St. Jude.
though, is that they do not charge

Final round of sports physicals July 12
Special to The Ledger
Murray -Calloway County Hospital will host its annual free sports physicals to local middle and high school athletes on Saturday. July 12 hum 8
a.m. to noon
The physicals will be held in the Endoscopy Department (former
Outpatient Services) at the west entrance of MCCH. Volwiteer physicians
and nurses will perform the physicals.To receive a free physical,the student
must be seventh grade or above and enrolled in the Murray Independent
School District, Calloway County School District or Eastwood Christian
Academy. The student also must have a completed medical history form
signed by a parent or guardian. No appointment is necessary.
In 2013.the two-day free physical program saw more than 500 local athletes cleared to play sports. The average physical costs a family $100, but
Murray-Calloway County Hospital coordinated a team of II volunteer
physicians and 37 other volunteers to give their time and provide the exams
free of charge. The estimated savings to local families was more than
$50000.
The free physicals are part of the hospital's commitment to support local
school systems. which also includes providing salaries for school nurses and
athletic trainers. MCCH also has donated AED unites to both schools,offers
free membership at the Center for Health and Wellness to student athletes
and provides CPR training for coaches. For more information about the program,contact Melissa Ross, Health Promotions Coordinator, at 270762-1832.

those families a thing. Once those event in May.
children have concluded their
"That was our golf tournament
treatment,though,they do ask the at Murray Country Club and we
families to help with fundraising raised right at $10,000 from that,"
and we have a very active group Dawson said. "Also, in March,
here (the Murray Miracles) that we hosted a 5K of our own that
has worked really hard on that."
brought in 200 participants so
The Miracles formed a few we've been doing what we can.
years ago to recognize the fight of
"We are very appreciative to
local children who had become Primary Care for doing this."
patients at St. Jude. Ryan
Registration is $20 and begins
Dawson. whose
daughter. at 6 a.m. Saturday. For informaPayton,is now requiring only two tion, contact Jonathon Janes
examinations a year after con- (270-759-9200 or jjanes@primacluding her treatments, said the rycaremedcenter.com.
group just completed a major

Murray Woman's Clinic
welcomes...

DEBBIE
WILES
APRN

'Pedal F.A.S.T. event gets rolling Friday
Special to the Ledger
swimming, fishing and boating. development
at
MurrayBicycle riders of all ages are There are also educational ses- Calloway
County Hospital.
invited to "Pedal FAST." on sions, discussion groups and
The title of the event is taken
Friday. July 4 from 8-10 am. to informal chats with stroke from an acronym
used to detect
support and raise funds for the experts.
warning signs of a strokeMurray Calloway Endowment
"The stroke camp is a wonderfor Healthcare's annual Stroke ful resource to not only the surF — FACE: Ask the person' to
Camp.
vivors but for their supporters. smile. Does one side of the face
The event begins and ends at We were a sponsor last year and droop'?
the CFSB Center, Lot C. saw so much good take place
A — ARMS: Ask the person to
Starting with a three-mile bicy- there, and so this event will help raise both arms.
Does one arm
cle ride through the campus of us further support and promote drift downward?
Murray State University, partici- the good things they do," said
S — SPEECH: Ask the person
pants will then take part in a cel- Keith Travis, vice president of to repeat a simple
phrase. Is
ebration that includes face painting, music, refreshments, Tshirts and more. Entry fee is $6
per person or $20 for a family of
four.
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting
Proceeds
from
"Pedal
resumes for an experienced Graphic Designer. Proficiency
FAST." benefit the West
with Quark X-Press, Adobe InDesign and Adobe
Kentucky Stroke Camp, which
Photosh
op is required. Must be able to multi-task and
caters to stroke survivors, carework
efficient
ly in a fast paced environment.
givers and family members. The
camp offers a variety of activiSalary will be based on experience.
ties tailored to the challenges
stroke survivors face, including
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans,are all
crafts, games, hikniglwalking,

GRAPHIC DESIGN

T — TIME: If you observe any
of these signs, call 9- I -I immediately.
Helmets are required for all
cycling participants. For more
information or to pre-register,
call 270-762-1908 or 270-2270253.

om tis
mtc
270-753-9300
Murray,Cadii
www.murraywomansclinic.com
Board Certified OBIGYN Physicians
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their speech slurred or strange'?
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expires
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in December, I will be leaving this office
equipwell-trained and competent staff, up to date
balanced
ment and technology and all with a
budget.
other
Thanks to the partnerships we have with
agencies, we were able to make
improvements that provide a
good service for Calloway
County.
It has been my honor to serve
the citizens ofCalloway County
as your Sheriff.
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Sheriff William "Bill" Marcum
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CLASSIFIEDS
Call

411.410, CLASSIFIED AD RATES
ADJUSTMENTS

Chelsea
Humphreys

error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be report-

for all your
classified needs

Attest:
#/s June Bane
City Clerk
Summary Prepared By: Warren Hopkins
Attorney for the City of Murray
Ordinance Number 0014-1642 An Ordinance zoning
the property owned by City West, LLC located at the
northeast corner of Robertson Road North and Hwy
94 West as R-4 for the 2.19 acre, identified at Tract
IA and 8-4 for the 5.91 acres identified as Tract IB.
the 1 21 acres identified as Tract IC has recently
been purchased by the City of Murray and will automatically be zoned as Government
Vi Bill Wells
Mayor
Attest:
als June Batta
City Clerk

ached

SINGER
SALES E. VAC
JUKI, JANOME & SINGER
sewing machines
°RECK Vacuums
Guilts starting at $79
G.E. Financing
902I-C 512th
001-Air Center
(270)753-5323

Papa Smurf
Storage
t Month !roe!
•Nevi,
•

Available
7 Surveilianc,
Control

fly.% '14
)7(1 97S I
)711
612

HOME Grown TOMA
TOES
8-11a m
Tues, Thur & Saturday
1107 Potts Road
(watch for sign on Hwy
80)

Ordinance Number 2014-1639 An Ordinance annexing a 9.31 acre tract of land located on the northeast
corner of Hwy 94 West and Robertson Road North
and identified as follows: the 8.10 acre tract identified as PVA Parcel 042-0-0001D owned by City West,
LLC and the 1.21 acre tract identified as PVA Parcel
042-0-0001F is owned by the City of Murray

060
Neap WaMed
SHEET metal (Duc
installers)
(Service
Tech's) Call 270-4421313
EXPERIENCED carpenter needed for
remodeling contractor.
Must be knowledgable
in all aspects of residential carpentry. Own
vehicle.
Serious
inquiries only. 270-4365959

Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger 8(
Times

CCS

CORRECT CARE
SOLUTIONS

BeCOITIO a Part of the Solution!
es Bill Welk
Mayor
Attest:
ais June Batts
City Clerk

at

020

Medical Director/Physician - Western KY
Correctional Complex located in Fredonia, KYPart Time (8hrs/wk)

020
Notice

Notice

Medical Director/Physician - Green River
Correctional Complex located in Central City,
KY- Part Time (16hrs/wk)

NOW ENROLLING
Assist to Succeed
Dental Assisting School at the
office of Dr. Jerry Sells in Benton.
Starting August 12th.
Classes will run on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings from 6-9pm for
10 weeks. Tuition is $2,999.
Call (270)527-1479 or visit
BentonDentist.com for more
information.
Class size is limited.
THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its
sources reliable, but inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this information do so at their
own risk. Although persons and companies
mentioned herein are believed to be reputable, The Murray Ledger & Times, nor any
of its employees accept any responsibility
whatsoever for their activities.

Av-la--

And out what's
happening
NS ARMIN— I
subscribe to the

Correct Care Solutions is currently seeking topnotch healthcare professionals to join our team.
Medical Director/Physician- Kentucky State
Penitentiary located in Eddyville, KYFull Time (40hrs/wk)

Summary Prepared By: Warren Hopkins
Attorney for the City of Murray

e next
Apires
with a
equipanced

I

RN's and LPN's -PRN
We offer generous compensation and a benefits
package which includes medical, dental, vision,
401K. FSA, tuition reimbursement and more.
For immediate consideration, please apply
online at www.correctcaresolutions.com/careers
CCS is an EEO Employer
5 Temporary Farm Workers Needed.
Chad Wilson - Fancy Farm, KY. Perform all
duties of Tobacco & Straw/Hay Production;
including irrigating, harvesting, stonng, & packaging; other altemative work. Employment
Dates 08/15/2014 - 01/31/2015. 510.10/hr
Piece rates may be offered. Worker guaranteed
3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided at no cost.
Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed
when 50% of contract is met Random drug
testing may be done after hire at employer's
expense Contact the State Workforce Agency
at 502-564-7456 and reference job order
number KY0530609.

Construction Workers
Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes for carpenters, rod
busters, concrete finishers, structural welders, iron
workers, miltwrights, pipe fitters, pipe welders,
operators, crane operators. field engineers,
foreman and supenntendents for heavy industrial
work. MSHA training is helpful but not required
EOE. Apply at 1221 Peartree Lane, Hcpkinsvale.
KY 42240 or email resumes to
dbuehler0robinsonconstruction corn

MURRAY
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'
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger A) Timor
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (270) 753-1918
a.

4 Temporary Farm Workers Needed
Jeff Adams - Murray, KY. Perform all duties of
Tobacco Production; including irngating, harvesting, storing, & packaging; other alternative
work. Employment Dates: 08/15/2014 01/31/2015. $10.10/hr Piece rates may be
offered. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract
hours, Tools provided at no cost. Free housing
provided to non-commuting workers
Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when
50% of contract is met Random drug testing
may be done after hire at employer's expense
Contact the State Workforce Agency at
502-564-7456 and reference job order number
KY0530527.

Visa

Name_

I

Ttu.12p.m.

!BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY!

PARIS, TN manufactur
irig company looking
for
full-time
Office/Administrative
Assistant. Duties primarily
include
researching and pricing
materials, shippings,
assisting management
and customers followup. Must have positive
attitude, willingness to
learn, ability to communicate and able to
research via internet,
work excel and word
documents.
Email
resume with compensation requirements to
wanted2573@gmail.co

Kritter Kers

MURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY
Full-time Job vacancy at Murray Campus
Administrative Assistant I $11.20/hr
(5) Building Services Technician I $7.43/hr
Apply online & view additional details at
WAVe• murraystatejob,corn

*Reliable
•Our home or yours
*Affordable
*References Available
•Safe & Loving Environment
Phone: 270-759-5426
ti
Email: kritterkareboardingOyahoo.com

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business'

Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an equal
education and employment opportunity,
M/F/D, AA employer

Always on Time & What You Ordered
1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshirts1@rnurray-ky.net

4 ,Eyecare Specialties

Principal Duties and ResponsibilMes:
Duties include (but are not limited to): Providing
information, screening, referral, and intake
services. Evaluating, assessing, screening and
referring consumers. Formulating diagnostic
impressions and developing treatment plans
appropriate to the related diagnostic
impressions. Performing psychosocial and other
evaluations allowable under the 'scope of
practice" of his/her professional licensure or
certification, Providing treatment services
utilizing a variety of evidenced based modalities
and techniques as appropriate. Integrating
behavioral ana physcial health care by
providing mental health and substance abuse
counseling.
Qualifications: Must have experience with the
substance abuse population. A Master's Degree
in a behavioral health discipline or a degree and
experience in nursing that qualifies for third
party paryment is also required. Licensure/certification from relevant professional board. Must
possess a professional practice credential,
which meets the third-party billing requirements
(independent license preferred). Must be able to
pass background checks and possess a current
driver's license.
Salary and Benefits: Salary is commensurate
with experience and ficensure level, competitive
benefits are available.
Application Process: Applications are
available to download at vnvwArbh.org. Mail
applications with Curriculum Vitae to. Julie
Castleberry, Vice President for Human
Resources, Four Rivers Behavioral Health, 425
Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001, Open until
filled
EOE
The City of Murray has the
following job opportunity
WASTEWATER PLANT
OPERATOR TRAINEE
Starting pay rate: $11.82/hour
Apply at www.murrayky.gov/jobs
Questions: contact the HR Department
at 270-762-0344
Deadline for receiving applications
4-00 p.m. Monday. July 7.2014
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Employment Opportunity
Cable Installer Murray Electric System, a
multi-service municipal public utility, is seeking
qualified candidates for the position of Cable
Installer Position reports to Chief Broadband
Technician and requires a high school diploma.
Preferred candidates would have previous
expenence in the cable television industry of at
least three years Duties would include installing
broadband service to residential and
commercial customers Applicant should be a
resident of Calloway County or be willing to
relocate within 180 days MES offers an
attractive benefits and retirement package with
salary commensurate with experience and
qualifications Please send resume, salary
requirements and three references to: General
Manager, Murray Electric System. P.O. Box
1095 Murray, KY 42071 Or email:
tthompsonOmurrayelectric.net Absolutely no
phone calls.
PROFESSIONAL
Sales Reps Needed:
All leads provided,
quality products, excellent work environment.
Send
resume
info0pecoproducts co
m Salary + Benefits

FT and PT positions available for Clinical
Associates at short-term residential substance
abuse treatment center located in Mayfield, KY
Experience with individuals with substance
abuse issues and psychiatric and behavioral
disorders preferred. Minimum Qualifications:
Must have a high school diploma or equivalent,
must have a valid Driver's License; and be able
to pass certain background checks. CNA
applicants strongly encouraged to apply. SEND
RESUME TO, Julie Castleberry, Vice President
of HA, Four Rivers Behavioral Health, 425
Broadway, Suite 201 Paducah, KY 42001.
Open until filled. EOE
CERTIFIED NURSING
ASSISTANT
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in
Paducah.
Full-time
positions
available for all shifts.
PRN positions also
available. Must be a
Kentucky-certified
nursing
assistant.
Long-term care experience preferred. We
offer great pay and
benefits .to full-time
associates in a teamonented environment.
Cindy Ivy
270-443-6543
270-442-3312 fax
544 Lone Oak Road
Paducah, KY 42003
Cynthia_lvy@LCCA.co
Visit us: LCCA.com
EOE/M/FN/D-49588

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to )obnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the Jobnetwork.cOm
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
DIRECTOR
of
Nursing
Green Acres Health
Care Is seeking a
highly motivated individual to coordinate
our nursing department. This qualified
Individual must be a
Registered
Nurse
with health care experience,
possess
excellent communication skills and leadership abilities. For
prompt, confidential
consideration pleas.
forward your resume
to:
Teal
D.
Humes.
Administrator
Green Acres Health
Care
402 West Farthing St
Mayfield, KY 42066
thumes0greenacres
healthcare:corn
We are an Equal
Opportunity
Employer

i

Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
*Eyeglasses
Murray
•Cootacis
759-2500
*Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.com

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

Four Rivers Behavioral Health, Western
Kentucky's oldest and largest behavioral health
organization, is currently seeking a Clinical
Practitioner for a short-term residential
substance abuse treatment facility located in
Mayfield, KY. This position is full-time and
exempt from wage and hour regulations.

PEPPERS Automotive
Group
Open for an automotive salesperson Apply
in person at 2420 East
Wood Street Paris, TN
See Chuck 731-6423900

Embroidery &
Screen Printing

Anima/ Boarding and House Calls

Clinical Practitioner

Summary Prepared By: Warren Hopkins
Attorney for the City of Murray
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To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com
or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.•
Fax:(270) 753-1927
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$830 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
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MANUFACTURING
Company located In
Paris, TN seeking full
time Office Team
Member.
Responsibilities
include: Quoting and
purchasing;
Negotiation of contracts; Assisting with
Inventory
management. Requirements:
Bachelor's Degree; 13 years Purchasing or
Accounting experience
preferred;
Ability to work independently with minimum
supervision:
Strong math and
organizational skills;
Proficient
In
Microsoft Excel and
Word; Excellent communication and negotiation skills. Pay
negotiable based on
experience. Recent
college
graduates
encouraged to apply.
Must
pass
drug
screen.
Email
resume with 3 references
to
parisTNmanufacturin
gegmall.com ; Equal
Opportunity
Empioyer/M/F/D/V;
TN
Drug
Free
Workplace Employer
CONCRETE MIXER
TRUCK OPERATOR
FEDERAL Materials
Company has immediate openings CDL
necessary. Safe dnving
record, good work history, and a flexible
schedule is required.
Top benefits, lots of OT,
and much more. Apply
In person at any location
NO PHONE CALLS.
Positions are available
in: Paducah, Calvert.
Murray, Cadiz,
Princeton,Mayfield
Learn
more
at
wavy/.fmc 1 corn.
Needed
Church
Organist St. Matthew
by the lake Lutheran
Church
Draffenville KY
270-527-1856

Want to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 7533833
CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERATORS,
STOVES.
HEATERS, AIR CONDITIONERS.
CARPETING, ETC. 270753-4109

140
Want to Buy
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S 12th.
Murray.
PAYING $20 and up
for old silver dollars
270-293-6999
150
Articles
For Sale

Sells at Hazel
Antique Mall and
Trends-n-Treasures
We want to buy your
coins! Appraise coins
and answer questions
Dr. Fuhrmann
270-753-4161
Vacuum cleaners, bags
& hoses.
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield, KY

Good washer & dryer
5225 270-753-4109
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

605E SoLth Ph St

(270)753-1713
Nome Furnishings
BEDROOM SUIT
6pc, Cherry, Solid
Wood,
In
factory
boxes.
$795.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets New in Plastic
Queen $195.00
Full $18500
King $385 00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver

Walter's Lawn Service
Reliable. Free Estimate
10% Senior Citizen
Discount
Best price Satisfaction
guaranteed or it's free
(270)293-7220

Motorcycle helmets
jackets. boots, saddle
bags Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield,KY
280
*Ms homes For Rent
Hazel 3br 2ba 270
492-8526

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required
270-7534109

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • Wednesday, July 2, 2014

EIL
1BR apt in various
locations
Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898
28R,2 full bath duplex.
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished
$650/month, no pets
104 Park St 753-2225
2BR. 2BA duplex,
$550/mo + deposit, no
pets pleaseaAvaitable
7-1 Call 42-8566
after-6pm or 293-8566

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-7534556
1505 Duiguid Drive
rut) 1-0110-54S-11133 eo 2113
flits tountutoon 0

AP

ry6.1
.,
6

•••

IMMEDIATE
ING

OPEN-

For Rent

3 Bedroom 2 Bath
Alt Appliances Deck,
Carport,
Storage
Building Available July
23rd
$88500 month, 1501
Story Ave 270-2939493, 270-759-5885

Come Home..
To a quality-built house on a
quiet cul-de-sac in Gatesboro.
3,000 scitt on 3/4 treed acre lot.
Four large bedrooms, 3 full baths,
screened-in back porch. Hardwood,
carpet, permastone & tile throughout.
1100 Berkshire Court
Drive by and give us a call:
270.7535615 or 270.293.2963

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

appoints-over only

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

NEW apartment in
Hazel.
$550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
NICE
2
bedroom
Duplex W/ carport,
appliances NO pets,
1yr lease. 270-2277414
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD ft 711

676 Walston Road
48R, 3 full baths, large
all purpose room, nice
appliances, 2 heating
units, hardwood &
ceramic tile floors, nice
moldings. Must see!
270-753-5344

J&L RENTAIS
MIN1-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.

CHECK out this baby
doll'. Occupied.
780 sq ft 28R C/H/A,
Covered porches,
storage bldg, new
paint, surveyed property
Lots of extras
$14,750.00.
With reasonable offer,
you can own it! East
Elementary area Drive
by 229 White Oak.
Murray KY. 270-7536012

Corner et 121 S. & Glendale.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
'We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

LAWN Mowing
Free estimates
Colby 270-227-9027
530

S.
Sunbury ar.
stasis. lighting
us* securIty
11511M8Kk imovitY
tenteditied.

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

•Handyrnan Services
•Yard Wog*
-Gutters Cleaned.
•Home Repairs
Gary 270-227-0420

(270) 759-0890

GARLAND
RENTAL%

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAWNG

if you've got it we eats store If

Starting at S20
mounted

-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

-Asphalt Installation
.Seal coating & stnpinct
4 if-Prised-Insured
.10 yrs. expener• •

(270)759-0501

David's Home
Improvement
1.1.0

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

375

270-753-2905

490

2,300SOFT
OffIce/Retail/
Warehouse Space
602 Maple Street
270-753-8984

4 r 9•
a •uruns
great, engine good
shape, intepor needs
minor fixing, As Is
&1.600.00 Call
270-761-6419
1997 Lincoln Mark VIII.
Luxury sport coupe,
V8, heated seats. 6CD
changer, sunroof, 83k
miles, new tires, battery. $1800 753-9038

Auto Shop
clean up / body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

(270)485-6122

Hill Electric

Since 1986
, Residential &
I Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small
753-9562
wwu hillelectric corn

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
unk & tree work

Hill Appliance
Repair

Serving
West Kentucky

Will Do insurance Work*
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have SD Climate Control Units

812 Whitmff Avis.

753=31353
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
L TRUCKING
All Your Septic Seeds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

ALL
flooring•decks-windows•roofing•garage
doors•and so much
morel Call today for a
free quote. Nadeau
Construction "Proudly
Constructing
Satisfaction". 270-9782111 or 270-227-0067

Wel/ Drilling
WellPump Service
Residential8
Agricultural

Brandon's
Outdoor Service

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

•Bladework
-Mowing

•Bushogging

C-(270)972-0543
FRAMES TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 H .
Emergency oervice
-Locally owned
ilicensed & Insurer!
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3110
(270) 474-0323

Daytime

TNT Surface
Cleaning

H-(270)436-5277
Atte,6

•Flesictental S Commercial
*Houses fences
concrete etc
•Free Estimates
-Experience & Licensed

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562. 2270267

Murray, KY
270-350-8368

KENTuCKYLAKE
REMODEUNG.COM

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Jason Hill

(270)226-0194

'Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGI \TENT
• weekly & Npecial pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-278.3
293-2784

*Insured

,(270) 489-2839
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service insured
753-TREE (8733)

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
Free estimates
Call Kevin at
270-293-4020

-gain& Kitchen
Drywall Painting.
Plumbing Flooring. Decks

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

Wnsured -Sr Discount
*Free Es/ens/es
Wernher Of Angles t,st

270-436-5959

TRAVIS
ASPHAIA
Pa‘ing-Scalcoatinu
Striping
(;rind-Dirt-Sand
ION1 "IR tA IS

270-293-4256
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PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience

To place
an ad call
270-753-1916

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
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Horoscope
HAPPY

BIRTHDAY

Thursday, July 3, 2014:

by Jacqueline Bigar
for

This year you are far more stable than you have been in the
past. You know what you want,
and you know what direction
you are heading in. If you are
single, you could meet someone
out of the blue. This person
might just be your soul mate. If
you are attached, the two of you
can be explosive in arguments,
yet you always kiss and make
up. Try to get to the bottom of
what causes these upsets.
VIRGO has a cold yet deliberate
style of asking questions.

that you might need to reorganize your schedule. Tonight: Treat
a loved one to a celebration.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You might not

be
aware of how much your natural,
relaxed ways draw others to
you. Resist becoming upset
because of a hassle or two -- it is
not worth it. An important bond
you have with a child seems to
be changing. Make an adjustment. Tonight: Let it all hang out.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You need some downtime.

Even if you are out and about,
you are likely to remain closed
off. Wouldn't it be better to take
off for a day or two and get some
you time? Reach out to a loved
one at a distance and share
what ails you. Tonight: Nap.

731-247-5422 The Stars Show the Kind of
270-293-2643 Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
(

MINI
STORAGE
1111$11-1011
111
All Size Urine

'Home Improvements

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SSG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

ON BM

530
ices Offered

***

James C. Gallium,

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Call 753-5606
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14. 15. 16 inch

.270-711-1557
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USED TIRES

LL

AUSTIN Auction
1006 Payne Street,
Service
3BR, 28A, garage,
All types Auction
fenced-in back yard, all
Benton, KY
appliances,
three
270-705-4859
blocks from campus.
available July Rent
S750/month
plus
deposit 270-498-8992
270-227-2933
270-293-8064
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
2 bedroom 2 bath
Lake Front Property nicholsent.com/properties or call 270-753Private Dock
$900 mth 1 year lease 4109
270-252-4035

2BR, IBA
$525 Mth
270-978-1400

8
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For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

480

VERY nice 45R, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures DOG
Obedience
throughout. Coleman glendhenmere com
Real Estate 270-753- (270)436-2858
9898

2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsentcom
"properties

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
II" Continuous Gutters
GestHorrielown Sent*
oontspiwi your money out
(270) 293-8480

ices Offered

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 p.m M-F

-•

Concept's Sudoku

P
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530

& 10%15's
(270) 436-2524

FOR RENT
Baker Apartments
Benton. Kentucky
is now leasing
1 bedroom
H/C accessible units
Rent based on income.
For more information,
contact:
270-527-1327 or
TOD (800) 648-6056.
Office Hours 8:00 a.m.
until 3:00 p.m. Marshall
Exceptional
County
Center.
198
Old
Symsonia
Road.
Benton, KY 42025
Equal
Housing
Opportunity
Smoke
Free Facility

SUDOKU

tiessi
Greg Mansfield
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**** Zero in on friends' plans,

1-Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Let others fuss about
the last-minute details of getting
together this July 4th. A partner
or dear friend will take the lead,
but he or she still might complain. You'll witness a change of
tune with an older friend. Check
in, and make sure that he or she
feels OK. Tonight: In party mode.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your imagination

soars and clears up obstacles
with ease. You might be more in
the mood for a holiday party
than you realize. Don't hesitate
to delegate any work involved
with planning a get-together.
Tonight: Let the party begin.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Stay anchored. You know

what you want and how to get it.
You could be exhausted by
recent activities, and you easily
could be cranky when dealing
with others. Make it a point to let
go of a problem that has been
on the backburner. Tonight: A little rest and relaxation.

and maintain an even pace in
order to clear up what must be
done. Be more forthright in how
you deal with a close relative or
loved one. This seems to be
changing in front of your eyes.
Tonight: Where the people are.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might feel pressured once more by a parent or
loved one. Be sure to respond to
others' authority and concerns.
You could feel as if you have to
respond to each request, thus
creating more stress for yourself. Allow others to pitch in
more often. Tonight: Celebrate.
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CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Connect with someone
at a distance whom you might
have plans with for the holiday.
You have the ability to clear out
a lot of obstacles quickly. A
friend or loved one might seem
remote. Don't read too much into
this, as he or she behaves like
this often. Tonight: Switch gears.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Someone you care a lot

about could be quite demanding. Don't allow this person to
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You'll feel much better force your hand. How you see a
than you have in a while. Others • situation could be changing.
might not agree with your plans Listen to your intuition about
for a fun few days. Though you what is going on. Maybe you can
love staying at home and enjoy- root out the problem. Tonight
ing all the creature comforts, not Join a friend.
everyone else does. Be open to PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
different suggestions. Tonight: **** Others come forward
with suggestions. They seem to
Let the fireworks begin.
be very concerned about how
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Be aware of your tenden- you feel. Let them dote on you
cy to be overcritical. You sup- for a change, as it usually is the
press your ingenuity when you other way around. Do yourself a
fall into a negative mindset. favor and relax. Forget about
Pressure could build around entertaining; instead, be enterwhat you must do. Understand tained. Tonight: Enjoy.
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HOMEOWNERS • AUTO
COMMERCIAL
Including both
General Contractors
and Sub Contractors
Roofers
Lawn Care Services

1300 Johnson Blvd - Murray, KY

David King

Brian Edwards

270-753-8355
insurancecenterof murray@ins-ctr.com

83 Years of
Combined Service To
This Great Community

Coverage for
Farm Owners
FIRING PERMIT
LIFE INSURANCE
HEALTH INSURANCE
Individual or Group

Your Complete
Insurance Agency

Many Choices to
Better Serve You

www.insurancecentermurray.com
Gwen Provine
1

Plus BONDING
for all Contractors

Cheryl Forester

Angie Atkins
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Ten years ago
Freedom Fest grand marshal
Jonathan Raj and Calla Murdock
cut the ceremonial ribbon to open
the activities of the 17th annual fesusal Raj and Murdock will be seniors at Murray High School and
Calloway County High School,
respectively. Their selection as
grand marshals follows the event's
theme - Character Counts.
The Murray Lions Club held its
annual Police Officer of the Year
Awards dinner. Three officers were
honored with dinner and a plaque
recognition of their respective agencies. Those honored were Trooper
Ryan Dawson, Michael Robinson
from Murray Police and Bill
Marcum from Murray State Police.
Robert Tyler Williams. of Murray,
graduated cum laude from Clemson
University. A graduate of Murray
High School, he is the son of Dr.
and Mrs. Robert Williams.
Twenty years ago
Murray State University's new
President, Dr. Kern Alexander, is
shown talking with alumnus Forrest
Pogue and Dr. Joseph Cartwright at
a reception Friday.
Murray-Calloway
County
Chamber of Commerce announces
the winners of the Freedom Fest
Window Display Contest. First
place honors went to Pier 1 Imports
on Chestnut Street; second place to
the Tole Gate in Bel Air Shopping
Center and third to Murray Florist.
also in Bel Air Center.
"From Sea to Shining Sea" will
be a special patriotic musical presented by the Sanctuary Choir of the
Music Ministry of First Baptist
Church. Stephen Littlefield, minister of music, is the director with
Janet Finch, pianist; Margaret
Wilkins, organist; Allen Fowler and
Ron Wright, sound; Terry Garvin,
Martha Parker and Heather
Kraemer as narrators.
Pictured is Joe Bolin as he makes
a hid for a par putt on Murray
Country Club's #I7 while his son,
Clay, eyes the line in Friday's
Rotary_Golf Tournament.
Thirty years ago

Husband's 'harmless escapade'
Avoid future bouts of
has broken his wife's heart
sciatica with regular exercise
DEAR

Amy R. Roos,daughter of Dt and
Mrs David Roos, Murray, and a
student at Murray High School. is
one of 77 students participating in
the Rising Seniors Program at Berea
College.
Pictured is Cathy Williams of the
Murray Swim Team as she gets a
good start in the girls I4-under
backstroke. Williams won the event
as did teammate Caleb Johnson in
the boys 8-under individual medley
Rusty Wright pitched a one-hit
shutout and Rick Grogan threw a
four-hitter as the duo helped the
Murray Senior Babe Ruth squad
sweep Sunday's doubleheader over
visiting Marshall County.
Forty years ago
Warrant officers James C. Dowdy,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Dowdy, is stationed at Aberdeen
Pros ing Ground, Maryland.
Phyllis Coleman, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Zane Coleman. attended
the Grand Assembly of Rainbow for
Girls of Arizona held in Phoenix.
Fifty years ago
The Rev. Earl Warfod will be the
speaker at revival services at Elm
Grove Baptist Church.,
Beverly Lassiter, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James R Lassiter of
Murray, is featured as one of the
dancers in the production of "Stars
in my Crown" playing nightly at
Kenlake State Park Amphitheatre.
"The last house on Murray High
School property facing Main Street
has been removed and the fence is
being put up to include the area in
the playground of Austin school,"
from the column "Seen and Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Sixty years ago
Gene Los ins,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Lovins,is serving with the U.S.
Navy on the USS Talovana enroute
to Japan.
Recent births at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Ed and
Martha Fenton.
Billy Jo Huie arrived in
Anchorage, Alaska where he
resumed his work with the Buick
company.

ABBY: I just found
out that my husband of 30 years
is having an affair. When I confronted him, he said. 1 have a
girlfriend. 1 can't imagine the rest
of my life without girlfriends, so
get over it!' Then he told me he
has
never
been faithful,
but that he
loves me and
would be devastated if I
left. He considers
his
fooling
around to be
"safe
and
harmless
Dear Abby
escapades."
Abby, my
By Abigail
heart is broVan Buren
ken. He has
flaunted this woman in my face,
and embarrassed and humiliated me
in public. Now he's angry with
me because I told her husband
what is going on.
How do 1 find the strength
and courage to leave? I have some
health issues and haven't worked
in years. What do I tell our kids?
My world is crashing down around
my ears. -- HEARTBROKEN IN
THE SOUTH
DEAR
HEARTBROKEN:
Your husband's 'escapades" are
neither safe nor harmless to YOU.
His behavior is callous, hurtful
and disrespectful.
It's very important that you
remain calm and do nothing in
haste. You will be better able to
weigh your options if you talk
to an attorney and find out what
you're entitled to after having been
married to this man for 30 years.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: I'm a new husband, and things I thought I could
tolerate before we were married
are really bugging me now. I
raised a daughter with another
woman,and my current wife deleted every picture of her -- from
sonograms to her second birthday -- and won't let me keep any-

DEAR ABBY: My sister "Beth'
has a boyfriend, "Danny." They
have a 6-month-old baby girl.
Neither one has a driver's license,
and they both have low-paying
part-time jobs.
•
Beth expects us to baby-sit.
take her to the doctor, etc. Mom
is now starting to refuse to do
more than baby-sit on Sunday,
because she says Beth needs to
get her license and look for a
better job, and it won't happen
until she's "pushed to the wall."
I agree, but I feel Beth and
Danny should pursue their dreams.
It takes money to get a license,
and where we live there is no
public transportation. What's your
take on this tug-of-war? -- BIG
BROTHER IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR BIG BROTHER: Listen to your mother. The chances
of your sister and her boyfriend
attaining their dreams while working at low-paying part-time jobs
are not great. What they need
now is help in gaining their independence.

Today In History

/%131( 13

u

Garfield was shot by Charles J.
Guiteau at the Washington railroad station; Garfield died the following September. (Guiteau was
hanged in June 1882.)
In 1926,the United States Army
Air Corps was created.
In 1937. aviator Amelia Earhart
and navigator Fred Noonan disappeared over the Pacific Ocean
while attempting to make the first
round-the-world flight along the
equator.
In 1961, author Ernest Hemingway shot himself to death at
his home in Ketchum, Idaho.

In 1979, the Susan B. Anthony dollar coin was released to
the public.
In 1982, Larry Walters of San
Pedro, California, used a lawn
chair equipped with 45 heliumfilled weather balloons to rise to
an altitude of 16,000 feet; he landed eight miles away in Long
Beach.
In 1994,Colombia soccer player Andres Escobar, 27. was shot to death in Medelftn, ten days
after accidentally scoring a goal
against his own team in World
Cup competition.
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CHOP, FREEZE,
USE WHEN YOU PLEASE
Dear Heloise: 1 just finished
finely CHOPPING ONIONS for
food I was preparing. Could I
chop some in. advance, place in
a plastic freezer bag and store
it in the freezer for future use?
How about doing the same
by
with garlic? — Ernst G., via
Heloise
email
Yes to freezing both of these
items! After chopping, wrap tightly in plastic wrap
or a plastic freezer bag. Just be sure you will be
adding the onions or garlic to something yow are
cooking in the future. After these foods have been
frozen. the texture changes, so you don't want to
use them raw after freezing. — Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.corn
FOOD DEMONSTRATIONS
Dear Heloise: Many grocery stores have people
they pay to demonstrate food items. There are some
problems with this, so some of us in the industry
have hints to help out:
• These foods are samples, not snacks.
• Do not allow your kids to roam the store in
search of these samples, and be aware that many
stores do not let kids have samples unless parents
are present.
* Always ask what the food is first. Do not eat
the food and then ask, "What is it?" and then tell
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the demo person that you are allergic.
* Do not touch something and then put it back.
Thank you for helping to educate the public. —
Food Demonstrators in the Midwest
These samples are a great way to try new foods,
and these are some good rules for all to remember before approaching a demonstration. — Heloise
SAVING GRAPES
Dear Heloise: I have two young kids who enjoy
grapes as a healthy snack (me too). We like to buy
them in bulk, but have the problem of them shriveling up and drying out in the refrigerator if not
eaten right away.
To counter that. I simply pluck them off the
stem and then store them in a bowl. covered with
water. It keeps them hydrated so they last lots of
extra days, and it doubles as a great way to wash
them off, too. — Paul M., via email
This is the same storage method many readers
use for keeping celery and carrots lasting longer.
However. experts state that grapes are to be stored,
unwashed, in the refrigerator, loosely wrapped in
paper towels or a plastic bag. — Heloise
CONVENIENT CHICKEN
Dear Heloise: Rotisserie chickens are very convenient and can be used in many ways. I buy two
and chill them in the refrigerator for a few hours
to cool them off. It is very easy, at this point, to
rip the carcass in half with your hands or a knife.
and cut off the meat for use in future meals. I
wrap enough for one meal in a foil packet and
stack these packets in a large. freezable container.
You can then take out one packet at a time, while
keeping the rest frozen. — Rose R. in Florida
(c)2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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er up near the spine, you may
tolerate riding a bike
So let your symptoms be your
guide. If biking makes your symptoms worse,then try something else
for exercise Good choices may
be walking or swimming, as they
don't put pressure on the nerve - particularly swimming
In the meantime, try alternating hot and cold compresses to
ease inflammation around the
nerve. You also may need to take
acetaminophen (Tylenol) for pain
Or try anti-inflammatory drugs
such as naproxen (Aleve,Anaprox).
ibuprofen (Motrin, Advil, others)
or aspirin for pain and inflammation. Prescription medications
that treat chronic nerve pain may
also help. Talk to your doctor
about those. in severe cases, an
injection of a long-acting anesthetic with a steroid medication
can provide relief.
Some people with sciatica find
relief from chiropractic manipulation, acupuncture, massage and
yoga. The value of these "alternative" or "complementary" therapies has been shown in several
studies.
Sciatica usually improves within six weeks. Once the pain passes, specific exercises and stretches may prevent it from returning.
Your doctor may refer you to a
physical therapist who can guide
you through a personalized exercise program. Exercises that
strengthen the muscles of the back
and abdomen are often prescribed.
This stabilizes the spine bones
and eases the pressure on the sciatic nerve.
Most people get relief with
today's treatments for sciatica. Still,
one of the most potent ways of
reducing future bouts of sciatica
...is exercise. Don't stop your exercise program once your pain has
subsided: Keep it up!
(To send questions, go to
AskDoctorK.coin, or write: Ask
Doctor X, 10 Shattuck St., Second Floor. Boston, MA 02115.)
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
sciatica Is it safe for me to ride
a stationary bike for exercise?
DEAR READER: Sciatica is
persistent pain felt along the sciatic nerve. This nerve runs from
the lower back, down through the
buttock and into the lower leg
Pain results when this nerve is compressed or injured It most commonly results
from inflammation, bone
chips caused
by arthritis. Of
a herniated
("slipped")
disk in the
lower spine.
(I've put an
illustration
Dr. Komaroff showing
some cornBy
mon causes
Dr. Anthony
of sciatica on
Korniiiroff
my website,
AskDoctorK.com.)
Sciatica causes sharp, burning
pain, or tingling or numbness
along the nerve. In many cases,
symptoms are worse at night. And
the pain is aggravated by motion.
Many people with sciatica avoid
exercise altogether for fear of
making things worse. That's usually not the best option. I commend your approach of exercising while being thoughtful about
which exercise you choose.
As for which exercise, my
advice is no different probably
than what your grandmother might
have given: Avoid exercises that
hurt, and seek exercises that make
you feel better.
You ask specifically about riding a stationary bike. Sciatica pain
is often worse when sitting on a
firm surface because the sciatic
nerve passes right througli the
buttock. When you sit on a bicycle seat, it can put pressure on
the nerve. But sitting does not
always make symptoms worse.
For example, if your sciatic nerve
pain results from a problem high-

Hints From Heloise

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, July 2,
the 183rd day of 2014. There are
182 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 2, 1964, President
Lyndon B. Johnson signed into
law a sweeping civil rights bill
passed by Congress.
On this date:
In 1776, the Continental Congress passed a resolution saying
that "these'-United Cohinies" are,
and of right ought to be, free and
independent States."
In 1881. President James A.
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thing of hers.
I understand she wants our
lives to be about us. but I try to
keep it separate and the resentments are starting to fester I'd
confront her, but she's pregnant
and has been extra emotional about
me even leaving for work.
What do I do? Should I wait
eight more months for the baby
and then say something? I'm afraid
I will snap before then. -- NEW
HUSBAND IN WYOMING
DEAR NEW HUSBAND: I'm
no doctor, but you and your wife,
need to consult one. She appears
to be suffering from severe emotional problems_ Her internist and
gynecologist should be told what's
going on so she can start counseling and possibly medication to
help her with her extreme insecurity. That she would have problems about you "even leaving for
work" is not normal behavior, and
you should waste no time in dealing with this
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JFK Library
spotlights family's
summers on Cape
BOSTON (AP) — Never-before-displayed artifacts from the
Kennedy family's summers on Cape Cod are now on display at the
John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum in Boston.
The library, located next to the University of MassachusettsBoston campus, opened a special exhibit Friday featuring the golf
cart Kennedy used to get around the family's Hyannis Port compound, among other items the museum has not previously showcased.
The white cart, which has been restored but no longer is drivable,
was featured on a cover shoot Kennedy did for Look magazine in
1962.
Curator Stacey Bredhoff says the museum has not really focused
on the Kennedys at their iconic summertime retreat.
"It's showing a side of him that we don't really get to see in the
museum." she said. "He'd been coming here since a boy. It was here
he really learned to love the sea, sailing, swimming yid all the
things that were so much a part of him."
Bredhoff said the exhibit takes the place of one that focused on the
50th anniversary of the president's assassination in Dallas in
November 1963.
The golf cart, she said, has always been a part of the museum collection, but it had been in storage.
Ledger & Tunes photo
"It really wasn't used for golf. It was really just for him zipping DAVID TAYLOR CHRYSLER GOT SCOOPED! Employees of David Taylor Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram received free Culver's
around the compound," Bredhoff said. "You'd see him giving these frozen custard and complimentary copies of the Murray Ledger & Times Friday, June 27, as part of the "We've Got the Scoop"
really rollicking rides with 20 kids and they're just hanging off of it, promotion. Culver's and the Ledger & Times are partnering to provide a different business or organization with free frozen custard and newspapers every Friday throughout the summer. Pictured, from left, with Culver's mascot Scoopie are Wayne Jones,
going up and down the hills,just for the fun of it."
There is also a toy sailboat presented to Kennedy during his state David Taylor, Hector Vargas and Josh Johnson.
visit to Italy in 1963 by Italian President Antonio Segni as a gift for
Kennedy's son, John F. Kennedy Jr., who died in a plane crash off
Martha's Vineyard in 1999.
Some of the president's golf equipment — including a club and a
set of personalized "Mr. President" golf balls — are also on display.
And video footage from White House photographer Cecil
Stoughton shows the Kennedy family relaxing on the Cape. from
www.turo.t 0111
NEW YORK (AP) —
lunchtime cruises on their yacht to the president and his wife,
Starbucks chairman Howard
Jacqueline Kennedy, playing with their children.
Outside the museum, in the grass overlooking Boston Harbor, is Schultz is collaborating on a
Kennedy's favorite sailboat, Victura.
book about veterans of the wars
0°0 Monthly
TimeCutter SS
The exhibit, "Presidential Getaway: JFK on Cape Cod." runs in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Interest for 48
Months
1
through Oct. 31.
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by Alfred A. Knopf on Nov. 4.
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NEW YORK (AP) — A newly renovated entrance to Grand
and
editor
Rajiv
Kawasaki engines
Central Terminal is being dedicated to Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis
Chandrasekaran.
who led the historic fight to save the terminal.
"Given that less than 1 percent
A ceremony dedicating the entrance at Park Avenue and East 42nd
of our country has served in the
Street to the former first lady is scheduled for Monday.
MURRAY HOME Ex AUTO, INC.
military conflicts of the last
The entrance is being named the Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis
976 CHESTNUT ST MURRAY 270-753-2571
decade.this is a time in America
Foyer. A large plaque features a bronze relief of Onassis and
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Pick up our weekend edition for
Freedom Fest 2014 coverage!
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